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THE SYNAPSIS
the Annual Publication of the
JUNIOR CLASS
of the
PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF
OSTEOPATHY
VOLUME XI, 1934
, 1/9/
DEDICATION
A Pathfinder, a Guide, and a Friend
DAVID S. B. PENNOCK, M.D., D.O.
WnITH a profound feeling of gratitude and with an
immeasurable sense of our privilege, the Class of 1935, as
Juniors in the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy, hoping
to pay, in this way, our tribute to you as an Osteopathic
personality of the highest order, as a leader among physicians
and surgeons, as an inspirational challenge to bring out the
best in us, and as a friend with tireless efforts on behalf of
his students, do dedicate this volume of the "Synapsis.'' To
you, Dr. Pennock, all honor for your many years of service to
humanity and for your undivided interests in promoting
Osteopathy. To you, Dr. Pennock, our respect and sincere
gratitude.
THE SYNAPSIS, 1934
DAVID S. B. PENNOCK, M.D., D.O.
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THEME
INSPIRED by the indefatigable efforts and unfathomable
past achievements of our predecessors who have so nobly
portrayed the merits of an infallible science to us, we, the
class of 1935, surreptitiously desirous of perpetuating
the incalculable values to underclassmen and simultaneously
renew increased loyalty of alumni, present this volume
as a meagre emblem of what the greater Osteopathy shall
attain.
THE SYNAPSIS, 1934
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THE BUILDING FROM THE AIR
SINCE 1S!)9. the growth of Osteopathy has been steady and sure in Philadelphia.
This promt structure was put into use in 1!) L2!) and already i- taxed to the limit.
It i~ situated in the residential section of West Philadelphia, amid pleasant surround-
ings. I'asson Field is seen to the left of the college. The college and hospital unit s are
so situated as to permit of an expansion program.
The architecture is Collegiate ( lot hie ami i- an outstanding example of that type-
This presentation shows the building with its main entrance on Spruce Street, flanked
by towers, opening into a large lobby connecting the ( ollege and Hospital units. The
combination of an osteopathic college and a hospital is the ideal arrangement for corre-
lation of training.
lli i ~ beehive of activity is but a symbol of the advances Osteopathy is making, and
-iL'iiitie^ the greater things in the future.
The hospital was chartered May 10, 1911, as a corporation with qo stock and is
not conducted for profit making.
COLLEGE AUDITORIUM
THIS is the daily scene of active students. The auditorium is located on Forty-
Eighth Street and leads directly into the main corridor of the first floor. The
library is on the left and the auditorium with a seating capacity of 500 is situated
on the right. The entrance to the General Clinic is found just to the right of the en-
trance. The college was founded January 27, 1899.
Formerly the college has been located in the Stephen Girard Building, 1901. In
1901; it was moved to the YVitherspoon Building, and later to the northeast corner of
Thirty-Third and Arch Streets. From 1906 to 1911 it was situated at 715 North
Broad Street, when it was moved to 83-2 Pine Street. In 1916 a building to house the
college was purchased at the southeast corner of Nineteenth and Spring Garden Street^.
On November 16, 1929. this splendid new building was opened to classes.
Here the philosophy and teachings of Andrew Taylor Still, and the ideals and
traditions of the founders, Drs. O. J. Snyder and Mason TV. Pressly, have been main-
tained by teachers of national reputation as O. J. Snyder, Muttart, Flack, Balbirnie,
Pennock, Dufur, Nicholl, E. G. Drew, Galbreath, Ira W. Drew, and others.
Here is the heart of collegiate activities. Examinations, special lectures, demon-
strations, and dances are held here.
THE SURGICAL AMPHITHEATRE
WE FEEL a note of seriousness as we reflect upon the shrine of the skillful surgeon.
It is here that many lives have been preserved and born. No one thing has been
spared in the successful endeavor that has made this room a complete unit, even In the
most minor detail; everything for the surgeon to better aid in the result. Through
certainty and dexterity of his capable hands in conjunction with the wisdom acquired
through long years of practice and training the surgeon works toward the alleviation
nf pain.
Above him. arranged in graded tiers, the students whose privilege it is to watch,
and to observe the technique and principles of surgery that they have been taught.
The Amphitheatre will seat two hundred and fifty observers, each of whom has an un-
obstructed view of the procedures below.
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THE COLLEGE CLINIC
UPON qualifying for clinic practice, it is here that the student physician prepares
himself for his career of service. He is sent into a small world of practice where
under the guidance of superiors, it is his privilege to meet his own patients, to render
such service as he may, and to prove to himself his own ability or his own shortcomings
as a practising physician, and to learn by doing and by seeing, the things which have
never been put into books. Then, having completed his course of study, he may go
on into a practice less strange for having already had an introduction to a few
of its many problems.
At the present time there are thirty-seven treating rooms each equipped for osteo-
pathic treatments. In these rooms well in advance of forty thousand treatments are
given yearly. There are also special Clinics in the organization consisting of the de-
partments of Neurology, Surgery, Physical-Therapy, Mental Hygiene, Pediatrics,
Cardio-Respiratory, Endocrinology, Dermatology, Proctology, Gastro-Enterology,
Obstetrics and Gynecology, Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat, and Podiatry.
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GREETINGS TO THE CLASS OF 1934
IN
SOM E respects it is doubtful whether matters pertaining to economics, jurisprud-
ence, ethics and other political and social aspects of public life are sufficiently
stressed in the instruction programs of our undergraduate schools. This observation
I- made in the light of changed conditions known to exist in the affairs of the world in
general. Question has been raised whether we may expect a flat return to the normal
thai we enjoyed prior to theWorld War. or it the departures noted should be taken a-
more or less stable and conforming factors of a new order.
With the spiril and temperamenl of the public at large, taxed and strained I"
unusual proportion, it is fitting for young people about t<> venture into the thick of
such disquietude, for the purpose of making a living, especially those of distinctive
professional capacity, to consider well the commonplace issues confronting the public
and to be duly observanl of the pulse and stride of the people in general whom they
will sock to serve.
In the conduct of your practices particularly in these perplexing tiiues.il is imper-
ative that the spirit of human kindness and courtesy prevail. You are likely aware
that most of our physicians today are serving and carrying along patients and families
with vague expectancy a- to benefit or recompense. Stated rate- have been tossed to
the winds in the face of losses and misfortune. You, loo. will likely be forced to apply
the humanitarian principle to some of your individual endeavors.
It may lie necessary to develop in the code of ethics among those caring for the
sick an unprecedented degree of tolerance and a spirit of compassion toward the caste
who. though shunning charitable share, seek the charity of kindness and concession
until return of better estate. Yet this does not suggesl that in the economic balance
of your affairs you should not set about to maintain your offices in dignified mien, just
as others do in the conduct of business, with a proper measure of resolution and firmness
in the matter of charging fees and in the exaction of payments. If anything, at the
time of entering practice, the humanitarian principle overdone would appear far worse
than the operation of the cold maxims of business enterprise.
With respect to jurisprudence and the rights and privileges of practice in the
several states, it is essential that each individual acquaint himself fully with the
established laws and regulations pertaining to his particular state, district or commu-
nity. In this connection the oft-expressed wisdom of joining the organized societies
and associations of our profession may he reiterated. The intrcprctation of laws,
questions involving the rights or restrictions contained in acts, provisions. ordinances,
and the like, become the problems and issues of chartered groups and their counsellors.
A lone wolf, a poor economist set on saving the mere dollars of society or organization
dues, is constantly faced with grief and adversity. The healthiest way to avoid contest
and ligitation is to "Obey the Law" while subscribing to the privileges of membership
in national and state associations.
(Continued on page 34)
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EDGAR O. HOLDEN, A.B., D.O.
Sigma Phi Epsilon Iota Tan Sigma
Central High School, Philadelphia
A.B., University of Pennsylvania, 1916 >
D.O., Philadelphia College of Osteopathy, 1922
Dr. Holden entered the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy as director of the Department of Biologic
Sciences. Then came the Great War, and, with others, Dr. Holden answered the call, serving as Sergeant-
Major in the 538th Engineers, A. E. F. At the close of the war he returned and received his degree in
Osteopathy in 1922. Dr. Holden, in 1924, was elected Dean of the College and shortly thereafter assumed
the Superintendency of the Hospital. During his administration the new building program was inaugurated
and osteopathy as a profession made strides in Philadelphia greater than ever before, t nder his leadership
many educational advances are to be noted, with higher academic requirements instituted, faculty and
student numbers augmented and with inter-departmental correlation to insure broadened scope into post-
graduate and research fields. Dr. Holden serves as Treasurer of both institutions and as a member of the
Board of Directors. In addition to these major duties locally, he holds the office of Chairman of the Bureau
of Hospitals of the American Osteopathic Association.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
RUSSELL DUANE, President
CLARENCE A. MUSSELMAN, Vice-President
EDWARD <i. DREW, Vice-President
C. 1). B. BALBIRNIE, Secretary
EDGAR O. HOLDEN, Treasurer
GUSTAVE C. ABERLE
CHARLES A. BONYUN
PHILIP -I. BAUR
RALPH I.. FISCHER
WILLIAM OTIS GALBREATH
ROBERT I). HARPER
CHARLES A. LONG, -IK.
GEORGE I.. MARKLAND
CHARLES L. MORRIS
1). S. 15. PENNOCK
ALFRED I'. POST
HENRY II. SAVAGE
GEORGE E. STAUFFER
WILLIAM STEELE, Srd
ALEX VAN STRAATEN
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ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY
PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHY
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
Edgar 0. Holden, A.B. (University of Pennsylvania); D.O. (Philadelphia College
of Osteopathy) Dean
Edward A. Green, A.B. (Syracuse University): D.O. (Philadelphia College
of Osteopathy) Registrar
Russell C. Erb, B.S. (Lafayette College); M.S. in Chem. (Temple PTniversity)
Assistant to the Dean
FACULTY
Charles J. Muttart, D.O Professor of Proctology
D. S. B. Pennock, M.D., D.O Professor of Surgery
Arthur M. Flack, D.O Professor of Neurology
William S. Nicholl, D.O Professor of Art of Practice
Edward G. Drew, D.O.
.
. .Professor of Gynecology and Clinical Professor of Surgery
Peter H. Brearley, D.O Professor of Osteopathic Technique
H. Willard Sterrett, D.O Professor of Genito-Urinary Diseases
Wm. Otis Galbreath, D.O Professor of Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology
H. Walter Evans, D.O Professor of Obstetrics
C. D. B. Balbirnie, Ph.G., D.O Professor of Therapeutics
Sarah W. Rupp, D.O Professor of N euro-Anatomy and Professor of Psychiatry
Ralph L. Fischer, D.O. . .Professor of Practice of Osteopathy and Clinical Osteopathy
Edward A. Green, A.B., D.O.
Professor of Physiology and Professor of Descriptive Anatomy
Russell C. Erb, B.S., M.S. in Chem Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology
Eugene M. Coffee, D.O Professor of Medical Jurisprudence
Herbert V. Durkee, D.O Professor of Histology
Frederick A. Long, D.O Professor of Principles of Osteopathy and Research
C. Haddon Soden, D.O Professor of Osteopathic Technique
George S. Rothmeyer, D.O.
Professor of Anatomy and Associate Professor of Osteopathic Technique
J. Francis Smith, D.O Professor of Clinical Neurology and Psychiatry
Francis J. Smith, D.O Professor of Anesthesiology
Paul T. Lloyd, D.O Professor of Radiology
Joseph F. Py, D.O Professor of Bacteriology and Hygiene
J. Ernest Leuzinger, D.O.
Professor of Bronchoscopy and Associate Professor of Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology
Otterbein Dressler, D.O Professor of Pathology
Ruth E. Tinley, A.B., D.O Professor of Pediatrics
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ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
l'.nw i\ II. Chessman, 1).().
Associate Professor of Histology and Assistant Professor of Urology
Howard Stoertz, U.S.. Ch.E Issociate Professor of Chemistry
W'ii.ki r P. I.i r/. DO.
Associate Professor of Practice of Osteopathy ami Clinical Osteopathy
Leo ('. Wagner, D.O Issociate Professor "/' Pediatrics
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
Carlton Street, D.O.
Assistant Professor of Gynecology and Associate in Regional Surgery
M urion A. Dick, D.O.
. Issistant Professor of Therapeutics and of Osteopathic Technique
D. E. Stc>mi:\i (.11. D.O [ssistant Professor of Osteopathic Technique
Wm. < '. Weisbecker, D.O.
Assistant Professor of Physiology and Associate in Anatomy
Harmon Y. Riser, D.O Issistant Professor of Surgery
ASSOCIATES
IIakry ('. IIessik>rkeu, D.O Issociate in Clinical Osteopathy
Jami s M. Eaton, D.O Issociate in Bacteriology and Instructor in Surgery
Francois D'Elis< i . D.P.E., .MM).
Associate in Hygiene and Director of Student Welfare
Francis E. Grttber, D.O Associate in Obstetrics ami Demonstrator of Anatomy
Kn\ \i.D E. Ambler, D.O Issociate in Embryology
Theodore Stiegler, D.O Issociate in Practice of Osteopathy
(ii ) W. Mi.hkvmw. U.S.. D.O... Associate in Chemistry ami Instructor in Diagnosis
Enrique Vergara, D.O Issociate in Chemistry
DEMONSTRATORS
William I). Champion, D.O Demonstrator of Osteopathic Technique
Herman (Cohn, D.O DemonstraU r of Anatomy ami Assistant in obstetrics
Earl II. Gednet, D.O Demonstrator of Anatomy and Osteopathic Technique
Orrin G. Copp, D.O.
Demonstrator of Osteopathic Technique ami Instructor in Physical Diagnosis
Lester R. Mellott, D.O.
Demonstrator of Anatomy and Instructor in Osteopathic Technique
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Paula M. Elias, D.O Demonstrator of Anatomy
William Baldwin, B.A., M.A Demonstrator of Physics
Antonio Abeyta, B.S., D.O Demonstrator of Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology
Jean L. Sheperla, D.O Demonstrator of Otolaryngology
Robert C. McDaniel, D.O.
Demonstrator of Osteopathic Technique and Instructor in Diagnosis
William Barnhuest, D.O Demonstrator of Osteopathic Technique
Alice Bowdin, D.O Demonstrator of Osteopathic Technique
I. McCormick, D.O Demonstrator of Osteopathic Technique
James Frazer, D.O Demonstrator of Osteopathic Technique
INSTRUCTORS
Julius B. Apatoff, D.O Instructor in Chemistry
Carl Fischer, D.O Instructor in Pediatrics
Richard C. Ammerman, D.O Instructor in Gastroenterology
Herman G. Hartman, B.S., D.O Instructor in Chemistry
Earl F. Riceman, D.O Instructor in Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases
Donald K. Acton, D.O Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Phyllis W. Holden, D.O Instructor in Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology
William S. Spaeth, D.O .Instructor in Pediatrics
William F. Daiber, D.O Instructor in Diagnosis
Joseph L. Hayes, D.O Instructor in Diagnosis
John J. McHenry, D.O Instructor in Clinical Osteopathy
Karnig Tomajan, D.O Instructor in Anesthesiology and Assistant in Surgery
Robert R. Moody, B.S Instructor in Biology and Assistant in Embryology
Angus C. Cathie Instructor in Anatomy and Assistant in Diagnosis
ASSISTANTS
Ruth Brandt, D.O Assistant in Otolaryngology
Helen B. Conway, D.O Assistant in Clinical Osteopathy
Michael M. Coleman, D.O Assistant in Proctology
H. Mahlon Gehman, D.O Assistant in Bronchoscopy
Mary I. Hough, D.O Assistant in Pediatrics
Harold O. Lyman, D.O Assistant in Pediatrics
Ralph B. Secor, D.O Assistant in Osteopathic Technique
Rebecca C. Lippincott, D.O Assistant in Pediatrics
John C. Bradford, D.O Assistant in Otolaryngology
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.Assistant in Otolaryngology
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[ssistani in Proctology
Kmii -I B. Nn in u.i.. D.O.
\\
. Ibvtn Atkinson, D.O.
Carson L. Adams, D.O.
II IHul.ll (i M.llliMl II. D.O.
John II. Eimebbbink, D.O.
Assistant in Applied Anatomy and in Osteopathic Technique
Tolbert B. Stbuse, D.O. Issistant in Bacteriology
Flobenz Smith. D.O Assistant in Pathology
John Beckman, Ch.E [ssistani in Chemistry
Edits D'Eliscu, A..B Issistant in English
l'»i \ikhk Kbatz, D.O Clinical Assistant in Pediatrics
Lobetta Mi Gbenba, D.O clinical Assistant in Pediatrics
( bablesanna B. Coles, A.M.. M.A.. D.O Clinical Assistant iii Pediatrics
.John W. Allen, D.O Clinical . Issistant in Proctology
J. I-. Ki li.f.h, D.O Clinical Assistant in Neurology and Psychiatry
A. Henry IIaiin. M.S., D.O Clinical Assistant in Urology
K Mil. i.i n N \-n. D.O ' 'linical . Issistant in Pediatrics
EnBK ii D'AlONZO, D.O Clinical .Issistant in Olistel rics
FRANK DEALT, D.O Clinical Assistant in Obstetrics
Harriet Gnsi'ER. D.O (linical Assistant in Obstetrics
It i 5SELL N. EBERLT, D.O Clinical Assistant in Obstetrics
FELLOWS
William A. Ki.lis, D.O Fellow in Osteopathic Technique
Ralph W. Davis. D.O Fellow in Anatomy
George 1). Noeling, D.O.. Fellow in Anatomy
Richard Leedy, D.O Fellow in Physiology
Josefb L. Rom- . D.O Fellow in Pathology
George O'Si li.ivan. D.O Fellow in Bacteriology
Geobge W. Fbison, D.O Fellow in Bacteriology
Ih \m Geobge, D.O Fellow in Osteopathic Principles and Res, arch
I.im oln W. I. mid. D.O Fellow in Osteopathic Technique
I.i i ilk Lumsden, A.M.. D.O Fellow in Radiology
William Kallmann, D.O . Fellow in Pediatrics
Elizabeth R. Keitsch, D.O Fellow in Therapeutics
Basil M lktin, D.O Fellow in Physiology
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CHARLES J. MUTTART, D.O.
Professor of Proctology
D. S. B. PENXOCK, M.D., D.O.
Professor of Surgery
ARTHUR M. FLACK, D.O.
Professor of Neurology
EDWARD G. DREW, D.O.,
Professor of Gynecology
Clinical Professor of Surgery
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II WILLARD STERRETT, D.O.
Professor of Genito-1 rinarv Diseases
PETER II BREARLEY, D.O.
Professor of Osteopathic Technique
WM. OTIS GALBREATH, D.O.
Professor of < >|ihl balmology
anil Otolaryngology
H. WALTER EVANS, D.O.
Professor of < Ibstetrics
Prufcwir nf I 'liniral ()-li-n|i:illiy
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C. D. B. BALBIRNIE, Ph.G.,
D.O., M.Sc.
Professor of Therapeutics
SARAH W. RUPP, D.O.
Professor of Neuro-Anatomy
Professor of Mental Hygiene
RALPH L. FISCHER, D.O.
Professor of Practice of Osteopathy
Professor of Clinical Osteopathy
EDWARD A. GREEN, A.B., D.O.
Professor of Physiology
Professor of Descriptive Anatomy
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1:1 SSELL C. I'.lfli. B.S., M.S. in Chem.
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology
C. IIADDON SODI X. Hi).
Professor of Osteopathic Techniqw
li GENE M. ( OFFEE, D.O.
Professor of Medical Jurisprudence
GEORGE S. ROTHMEYER, D.O,
Professor of Anatomy
Professor ol <..i-troenterology
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FREDERICK A. LOXG, D.O.
Professor of Principles of Osteopathy
Director of Research
JOSEPH FRANCIS SMITH, D.O.
Professor of Applied Anatomy-
Clinical Professor of Neurology
and Psychiatry
FRANCIS J. SMITH, D.O.
Professor of Anaesthesiology
PAUL T. LLOYD, D.O.
Professor of Roentgenology
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JOSEPH F. PY, 1> ii.
Professor of Bacteriology and Hygiene
Associate in Practice of Osteopathy
Professor of Hronelioscopy
A-.'11'intr IV. .t «-— • r ui ( Iphthalmology
and Otolaryngology
OTTERBEIN DRESSLER, D.O.
Professor of Pathology
Associate in Practice of Osteopathy
HERBERT V. DURKEE, D.O.
Professor r>f Histology
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RITH E. TINLEY, D.O.
Professor of Pediatrics
EDWIN H. CRESSMAN, D.O.
Associate Professor of Histology
Assistant Professor of Urology
WILBl R P. LUTZ, DO.
Associate Professor of Practice
of Osteopathy
HOWARD STOERTZ, B.S., Ch.E.
Associate Professor of Chemistry
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CARLTON STREET, D.O.
Associate Professor in Regional Surgery
Assistant Prof< r in Gynecology
LEO < w IGNER, D.O
Assistant Professor of Pediatric!
MARION \ l>I< K. D.O.
Assistant Professor of Therapeutics
Assistant Professor ol
i Isteopathic Technique
\VM. c. YVEISBECKER, D.O.
Assistant Professor of Physiology
Associate in Anatomy
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HARMON Y. KISER, D.O.
Associate in Surgery
FRANCOIS D'ELISgU, D.P.E., M.D.
Associate in Hygiene
Director of Student Welfare
HARRY C. HESSDORFER, D.O.
Associate in Clinical Osteopathy
JAMES M. EATON, D.O.
Instructor in Bacteriology and Surgery
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i;i< HARD i \MMI.liM \\. Do.
Instructor in Physiology and Pathology
WILLIAM S. SPAETH, D.O.
Instructor in Pediatrics
GREETINGS TO THE CLASS OF 1934
(Continuedjrom Page 18
\-. for ethical considerations, it may lie saiil that is doubly necessary for osteop-
athic physicians to live Up to the spirit as well as to the Idler of accepted traditions
and practices. There can he no questionable, nor even borderline, tactic or artifice
resorted to, hut what may embarrass or damage the name or reputability of this dis-
t incl ive branch of I he healing art. There can be no such t hing as a shutting of the eye
to right or responsibility. A single impeachment stands to seriously impair or even to
destroy 1 1 1 i — splendid new school of thought . It becomes the duty of each of us to carry
Ourselves beyond reproach in all things in our lives as osteopathic physicians.
Edgab (). Holden,
Dean,
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In Memoriam
j»
BRUCE FINDLEY THOMAS, D.O.
Born—May 7, 1907
Graduated—June 6, 1929
Died—July 19,1933
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
THIS association of the graduates of the College \\a^ or-
ganized with the express objects "to promote the in-
terests and prosperity of the Philadelphia College "I
Osteopathy, to encourage a high standard of osteopathic
education, to perpetuate college memories, t<> offer prizes, I"
provide funds for chairs and laboratories and endow beds in
the Osteopathic Hospital, to cultivate and maintain good
feeling among the graduates and to advance the interests <>f
sound osteopathic knowledge. " Membership in the associa-
tion is open to any graduate <>l' the College in good profes-
sional standing. More than six hundred members arc en-
rolled at this time. The Annual Reunion is held during ( !om-
mencemenl week.
OITHT.US FOK Hi:;:'. l!>:H
Dr. -I. Ebnest Leuzinger
Dr. Dun \u> Thobburn
Dr. Mi Fablane Tii.i.ky
Dr. Edith Jew ell Hi nter
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Third Vice-President
. Secretary
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THE SENIORS
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Somerville,
MARY 1-1 IZABETH BAILEV
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more and Senior).
Obstetrical Society, Inters)
Roxborough High School.
MARTHA MAXWELL BAILEY
( tub
Seen: p
try Society, E. (.. Drew <>l>-
Neurone Society (Secretary), Interfra-
ternitv I i urei
Roxbomuqli I Hull School.
i
I IRENI E BALDWIN
Phi Sigma Comma
Bacteriological Society, Track. .?.
/ Ilich School.
ROBERT BARRETT, JK.
lota l :
Newm :
tcriologii
Iniii. Neo Hon
ii, i Mc . ' 1932-33; Svn IPSIS
Sporti Editor, 19 ["rack, 1 !, I, I.
Orclu Inter-
fratcrnl I I i; , - v. . ' i » H . I. >,
i. i; \ Ice Pre lidcnl ol v v. 19
Freshman Formal l ommitti e, 19 10
Boston < olli ton Col*
lege, A.B 1930
in IN VLD WELI ING I' IN BEARS
Phi Sigma Comma
ALEXANDER BECK
Lambda Omicron Gamma
University ol Pennsylvania, \.n.
ild'K
"I i Society.
Medina (I Ihio) High School.
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FLOYD CLARENCE BOSHART
Thela Psi
Lowville Academy, N. Y
JAMES WILLIAM CAMPBELL
Track, 3; Class Basketball, 3.
South Side High School, Rockville
Center, N. Y.
JOHN H. FINN, JR.
Thela Psi
Neo Honorary Society; Class Vice-
President, 2; Editor-in-Chief. SYNAP-
SIS, 3; Axone Organization Editor. 2;
Associate Editor, 3. 4; Newman Club,
Vice-President, 2, President, 3; Ob-
stetrical Society; Neurological Society.
Vice-President; Gastroenterological
Society; Sophomore Dance Committee
Chairman; Interfraternity Baseball and
Basketball, 2, 3, 4; Interclass Swim-
ming, 2, 3; Basketball, 3; Track, 2.
Rogers High School, Newport, R. I.,
R. I. College of Pharmacy. Ph.G
SYLVESTER L. FREEMAN
Neurological Society.
South Philadelphi
Temple University,
School.
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' wball,
i " ; Captain, 4; Intcrclass Basket*
ball; Interfraternity Basketball.
William Penn HighSc .I.York, Pa„
I illegc.
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N. J.
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Gymnasium, Germany; University
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SENIOR HISTORY
IN
SEPTEMBER, l!>sn. one hundred and thirty of us, more or less, ^t.irt<-. I oui to
prepare ourselves to be osteopathic physicians. We all remember well the wel-
coming addresses given at the meeting on the Brsl evening. hut we all remember
more vividly, the first days, when everyone connived to baffle n> with such difficult
directions ^ dorsal, anterior, medial, lateral, internal, etc.; and the mysterious
tubercles on bones; and all kinds of deep theories and definitions concerning life and
cells and how they eat and sleep and metabolize (another word which caused us greal
anxiety), ami all about their sex life, and so forth. Many of us studied far into the
night, attempting to gel these fundamentals straightened out; others would give up
when <>nlv part way through an assignment ami go to lied to lie tormented all night by
gruesome things like chemistry symbols which would build up to quite terrifying
lengths, with Professor Erb am! Mr. Stoertz standing beside them laughing heartlessly
asthey pondered andsweated over the cursed things. Some of the girls probably cried
over the same assignments and for a while imagined how much more desirable it would
In- to stay at home ami lie useless, and not have to do anything more difficult than em-
broider and dance and dress up and have someone else look after them. Still other-
took things lightly, drowning the few worries that might threaten them Occasionally,
with—well, never mind.
Everyone finally became more or less adjusted to this new life before long and
learned to do anatomy lessons in less than -i\ or eight hours: some even learned to do
whole courses on the night before the midyear exam—we won't tell how successful
these folks were.
When the Christina- entertainment came along, we found that we had only one
talented member in our class, l>ut he "did his job up brown" with his fur coat; and
Joe Porias, of course, realizing the exquisite technique of our song bird, stood close by
to collect.
We will all recall the success of our Freshman Dance at the Adelphia Hotel, with
Doc Dougherty's orchestra.
After feeling we were being imposed upon by upper classmen when they offered
themselves a- temporary officers for our class government, we asserted ourselves by
electing Newton ('. Allen a- President. ('. M. Becker a- Vice-President, Martha M.
Bailey, Secretary, and Beverly Sparling as Treasurer.
However, we soon replaced these officers with others—Dr. Becker becoming
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president of the class and remaining in this office throughout the remaining years here.
Johnny Finn was chosen for Vice-President, Mary Elizabeth Bailey as Secretary, and
Si Green for Treasurer. We entered our sophomore year with a much finer governing
body. We find that the seventeen girls who entered in the freshman year with us had
dropped considerably in number. Work became more difficult and everyone showered
examinations upon us until we were almost completely worn out, but June came around
just in time that year to save us from insanity.
Or, perhaps it didn't save us. Sometimes we behaved very much like lunatics. But
it was the fault of the Seniors that we did some of the things we did. The Senior-
Sophomore Feud, consisting of kidnapping someone from the opposing faction, con-
tinued until the casualty of the broken glass in the sophomore door. After this we
calmed down somewhat and left the seniors alone, confining our tactics to our own
classroom. And the only fun we had after that consisted of throwing lighted torches or
waste baskets or chairs, etc. Recalling that year, we marvel that any of us have ac-
quired any kind of a professional manner at all.
The Junior year opened with many new experiences in store for all of us—such
things as Obs. cases, societies of all kinds, clinics, Junior interneship, the year book,
the Junior Prom, and many other things. This was indeed a very full year and one to
remember with pleasure. We began to learn something beside fundamental courses
and everything that we felt we had come here for, began to open up before us.
Obstetrical work became extremely interesting to many of us and the oppor-
tunities opened to us in this line were very inviting. I believe we owe Dr. Evans a
great deal of appreciation for the splendid opportunities held forth to those who are
interested in these cases.
This was an extremely busy year and all our time was consumed with writing
theses or examination papers for entrance into the various societies, or writing for the
year book, or having our pictures taken, not to mention the task of running the Junior
Prom. The latter was a financial success and this enabled us to have several good times
in our senior year.
We especially remember the Pediatrics Clinic for the unique happening's which it
brought—ask Harry Street, and others. Clinic exams, too, taught a thing or two; we
learned that at this stage of the game, we should know "everything," just in case
someone happened to ask something we hadn't been taught. If some day, in years to
come, you should find that you have forgotten the word " Cardioarthropathy " and
with what it was associated, you will know that you are really getting old (if your
memory can fail you to this extent).
We had quite a time choosing our class officers for the senior year and in spite of
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all the conspiring and campaigning, the elections ended with no ill-will on any >*s
part. Ami Becker continued to be Class President, Si Green, Vice-President, Mary
Elizabeth Bailey, Secretary, Steve Walker as Treasurer, and William Hitchcock as
Student Council Representative.
With I Ik Senior year came student interneship in the hospital, and clinic work con-
tinued. Everyone began to make himself conspicuous to the "powers" in this insti-
t ui ion if he wanted to find himself with a resident interneship when he graduated.
About forty-five of us competed for these cherished seven residencies. The long
awaited announcements came on March lHh ami found Griese, Prey, Blackstone,
Hoag, Beckman, Morse, and Hitchcock as regulars with M. M. Bailey and Gallagher
as alternates.
In the fall, Dr. Drew invited all of US to spend the day at lii- place near \c\\
Hope. This day will stand out as one of the very l>es! times we have ever had, I am
sure. Very recklessly, all the "boys" entered into a football game; the next day about
seventy "old men" limped into class. But it was worth a few crippled days to have
had this wonderful outing. We owe Stan a vote of thank> for preparing the barbecues
and coffee. Ami the beer was very good, too.
This year, airplane-, have been in vogue and the later a professor shows up, the
more congested becomes the aerial traffic in the senior room. The prize for the most
peculiar model goes to Henry 1 1 il lard: he made one u it h many dog-eared attachments
and he couldn't lose it it wouldn't go that far.
The Charity Ball lias been the outstanding event so far, this year, and I don't
believe anything will surpass it . We all agree thai the entertainment was excellent and
the music,—well, it could not be improved upon in any way. If our Charity Balls
continue to lie SO much more wonderful each year, t here is no prophesying what we will
attain in a few years from now. Dr. D'Eliscu is another person whom we will never
forget and who should be included in this history of our class.
Such a history should include many, many more people who have made it possible
for US to reach I his senior year. We feel that we cannot adequately express our feelings
toward the staff of the college and hospital, those who have inspired us to carry on
the great work which they have given to us.
SENIOR DIRECTORY
Adelman, Sidney J 58 Conwell Ave., Somerville, Mass.
Bailey, Martha M 3716 Manayunk Ave., Wissahickon, Philadelphia, Pa.
Bailey, Maby E 3716 Manayunk Ave., Wissahickon, Philadelphia, Pa.
Baldwin, Clarence 2936 N. 26th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Barrett, Robert W., A.B 72 Everett St., Arlington, Mass.
Bears, Donald W 62 Riverside Drive, Deferiet, N. Y.
Beck, Alexander 1701 68th Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Beck, Russell F 587 South Broadway, Medina, Ohio
Becker, C. Markel, A.B 129 N. Duke St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Beckman, John, B.S 7803 73rd Place, Glendale, L. I.
Berwick, Thomas 78 Ellen St., New Bedford, Mass.
Blackstone, Michael Belmont and Jennings Sts., Bethlehem, Pa.
Boshart, Floyd C R. F. D. No. 4, Lowville, N. Y.
Boughner, Edwin R 906 Commerce St., Shamokin, Pa.
Campbell, James W 26 Royal Ave., Rockville Center, L. I.
Cooker, John E 4450 N. 19th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Costello, Frank L 8 Atlantic Ave., Providence, R. I.
Craver, Lloyd C 215 Erie St., Syracuse, N. Y.
DeHorsey, Albert 124 N. Scott Ave., Glenolden, Pa.
Dickerman, Charles P., A.B 6701 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.
Eshelman, Russell 425 Wellington Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
Finn, John H., Jr., Ph.G 501 Spring St., Newport, R. I.
Freeman, Sylvester L 1809 S. 6th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Frey, M. Carl 1545 E. Market St., York, Pa.
Gallagher, William E 19 Robinson Ave., Danbury, Conn.
Gerow, Harrison 613 W. 18th St., Wilmington, Del.
Gifford, Daniel H 144 E. Westmoreland St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Glass, Edward G 44 Pemberton Rd., Rochester, N. Y.
Goudy, Robert E 37 W. Main St., Tremont, Pa.
Green, Simon, Ph.G 601 E. Allegheny Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Griese, Stanley 16 4th St., South Orange, N. J.
Hall, Elwyn C 637 Washington St., Hackettstown, N. J.
Hall, Lawrence R. F. D. No. 1, Box No. 143A, Schenectady, N. Y.
Hillard, Henry N 812 N. Shippen St., Lancaster, Pa.
Hilliard, Kirk L 31 Loraine Ave., Pleasantville, N. J.
Hilton, William D 79 Clifton Place, Jersey City, N. J.
Hitchcock, William 4530 Lowery St., Long Island, N. Y.
Hoag, J. Marshall 517 W. 171st St., N. Y. C.
Hornbeck, Gordon R 127 N. Hamilton St., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Irwin, Horatio N 308 W. 91st St., N. Y. C.
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.I"\i 8, Hi tii 56-70 186th St., Flushing, N. Y.
Kink. Miam Wed Thome, Fcmly. E. York, England
Iw'.ht. Oskar, A.B 168 Main St., Ossining, \. Y.
Knox. Mayola 160 Austin St., Worcester, Mass.
KiiAMK.n, Morris, Ph.G 609 V 2nd St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Ki \ \. Milan 44 Milford Ave., Newark, N. J.
K i it. Si i.\ estbh 62 Main St., Wallington, N. J.
M \kki i . Ernest 510 \Y. Jackson St., York, Pa.
Martin, Leo 1 649 < Ihestnul St., < lolumbia, Pa.
M \ i n.sdx Reginald 210 Palmer Ave. Syracuse, X. Y.
McDonnell, Edward A 80 Atlantic Ave. Fitchburg, Mass.
Miller, Gerald M., A. 15 23'? Maple St., Brooklyn, X. Y.
Morse, Edak i\ 4:i Gould Ave. Maiden, Mass.
Mi RDOCK, M\i hick Prescott, Ontario. ( a nail a
Newman, Theodore C 53-12 94th St., Elmhurst, L. I., N.Y.
Nikola. George F Nyack Turnpike, Spring Valley, N. Y.
Ogden, [rving S :if>8 Douglas Ave, Providence, I!. I.
OstRoff, N \rn \n C 3281 N. Fronl St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Poglitsi ii. Frank 147 Lyons Si., New Britain, Conn.
Pohlig, William A 564 Beacon Ave. Paulsboro, N. .1.
Pori is, Joseph '2'2?1 Morris Ave, Bronx, X. Y.
Ruch, I {"'i A Colonic < oiiniry Club, Albany, X. Y.
Ruzicka, Ernest F 814 JenkintowD 1M.. Elkins Park, Pa.
Sc in bert, M i.i.\ in J (!4J5 Hauffman Ave, Dayton, Ohio
Selisker, I.iav is A .584.5 Delancey St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Sigal, Loots 27.5 X. Center St., Orange, X. J.
Sin IGRA, FoRTl NATO C 2150.5 Arctic Ave., Atlantic City. X. .1.
Smith. Stewart P 39 E. Lake St., Skaneateles, X. Y.
Sobel, Julius, Ph.G 5329 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Strkkt, II \nm A Southampton, X. Y.
Sweet, John 38 Spring St.. Newport, R. I.
Su iit, ALINE 1.53 E. Chestnut St.. Lancaster, I'a.
Szalay, Stephen 03 Lakevievt Ave. Clifton, X. J.
Urquhart, Roderick East Jaffrey, X. II.
Walker, Joseph A 320 Sanger St.. Philadelphia, I'a.
Walker, Stephen D 32 N. Sunset Ave., Dayton, Ohio
Wheeler, Kenneth L 391 Beale St., Wollaston, Mass.
Wilson, BLvrold C 418 11th St.. Niagara Falls, X. Y.
W« » his. Ernest L 62 Mill St., Worcester, Mass.
Zimmerman, John B .074 Bridge St., Frankfonl, Phila., Pa.
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THE JUNIORS
U.l.l'.N. BLANCHE
Surrounded by a cloak of New
England conven tionalism,
Blanche has advanced through college
building an enviable scholastic record.
Penetrating a superficial r rve, you
will find a thoroughly likeable, cul-
tured, and intelligent young woman
with singing ability and athletic
attainments Sin- is a profound stu-
dent in French and History, having
acquired training at Mount Holyoke,
1 Diversity of Cincinnati, and Paris.
U.VAUr./. VIN't ivr
The I. T. S. fraternity gai 1 an
asset in 1930, ami our class in
particular in 1938, when Vince became
our heritage. With lii- conscientious
work he has proven Ins value in all
things, especially in Synapsis, Axone
and Bacteriological work. A pleasing
personality has made it* way into the
In-art of i he class completely and rap-
idly. He has outside interests, in real
estate transactions.
ANDREWS, HAZEL
£ Hazel, friendly and likeable,
comes to ns from fainted Post.
\r» V.rk. where slie received lier
preliminary education. Hazel, al-
though the youngest girl in the class,
is I,, no means the least aggressive as
shown by lier interest in Pediatrics,
She i- an important member <>f the
Lumsden-Boivie-Andrews trio the
nucleus of Kappa Psi Delta.
• THE SYNAPSIS
A disturbed artery marks the beginning to an hour and a minute
•/hen disease begins to sow its seeds of destruction.
AXTRY, ADELE
9 Adele is "Jack of all trades and
master of all." She is a musician,
an artist, designer, and even a me-
chanic—for she can repair damaged
automobiles. Her special interest, at
present, appears to lie in Obstetrics.
When Adele's smile appears and her
eyes dance with good humor, no one
can hide his own smile. Dependa-
bility and loyalty are her valuable
assets.
BACHMAX, ROBERT
^ Every day the Elevated rumbles
in from Torresdale Avenue with
Bob on board. Every day Bob picks
up a new friend by his smiling agree-
ableness and witty remarks. At
school, he is seen usually with Clem.
The back row- is his favorite haunt,
baseball his favorite sport, New Eng-
land pronunciations a favorite topic
of conversation, and Phi Sigma
Gamma his fraternity.
BATES, ROSWELL
9 Ross is a pleasant, unassuming
chap with the ability and willing-
ness to undertake a given task as
shown by his efforts as our Editor-in-
Chief. Ross is deeply interested in
everything osteopathic and may later
delve into specialization as a Pediatri-
cian. He supports everything whole-
heartedly which he believes in, and
his very contagious smile has won him
a host of friends here and in Danvers,
Mass.
The rule of the artery is absolute, universal, and it must be
unobstructed, or disease will result.
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HKKI.1N. I'. JOSEPH
% I'. .). is an authority on Wilming-
ton and proud i>f the Fact. This
level-headed classmate, with a phar-
maceutical background, has adapted
himself well to the profession chosen
after realizing the Futility of drug-
store work. We defy anyone to win
an argument from Joe once he starts
with logical scientific facts. His hobby
is acting the part of a detective.
MI.ACK. C. HOWARD
9 Western Pennsylvania produces
men who arc sturdy in mind and
body. The University of Pittsburgh
sent this man into the great science of
Osteopathy. Black's personality is
deep and penetrating to all those who
kuou him, either as an acquaintance
or as a dear friend. Howie is quiet
and deep thinking, and enjoys clean
fun. his fraternity, and social life.
ltoi\ IK. MILDRED
9 Millie may appear quiel and
timid to those who do not know
her well, but to her friends she is full
of fun, having a dry sense of humor
lh.it keeps line in good cheer. Her
name has siilfered many changes of
pronunciation in the class roll call.
Her chief interest centers in work with
children's diseases. Horse-back riding
is her favorite spnrt.j
All nerves depend wholly upon the arterial system for their
qualities such as sensation, nutrition, and motion.
• THE S I S
BOXHAM, PAUL
4P For detailed information concern-
ing Paul we refer you to a charm-
ing Mrs. Bonham, Paul's helpmate
and source of encouragement. His
background is thoroughly Osteopathic
and he will be a credit to the other
Osteopaths in his family. His sta-
bility of mind, steadfastness, and
geniality are only a few reasons why
he is Vice-President of the class.
BOXIER, HARRY
£ Bonier is one of those quiet,
peaceful individuals who brings
you to your knees with a friendly slap
on the back. His knowledge of con-
trol force should make treating a
pleasant pastime. Harry is indus-
trious, has an active interest in class
affairs and in the profession. His
sport indulgence is bucking and block-
ing traffic on the main route to and
from Chester.
BUODKIX, MITCHELL
Q Mitch is dependability personi-
fied. He and Paul Murphy are
mainly responsible for the introduc-
tion of the new note system. He is
another of the pharmacists in the
Class of 1935. Quiet and serious in
his endeavors, Mitch has met with
success in his studies, in his fraternity
life, and as a member of the Junior
Prom Committee.
The body of man is God's drug store, and has in it all liquids,
drugs, oils, opiates, acids, which God thinks necessary for human
health.
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BURROWS, CHARLES
Charlie is the originator of i t
of tin- present-day wisecracks
Hi- humor i- unique, 1» i — choice of the
iVin-r sex commendable, and his
ability as a golfer the envy of every
instructor. Of 1 » i — merits we could
write much. Regnrdlcs- of )i"" diffi-
cull the t:i~k may be, Charlie con-
stantly wears that smile which says,
"Easy, one hand - give me another."
BUTTERWORTH, < K WYI'oiil)
9 I 'ersistency has carried many men
to that invisible Top. Although
handicapped by illness in his Sopho-
more year, Crawford lui~ come
through in a commendable manner.
We predict that the clinic will assist
linn in developing into a skillful tech-
nician. He is iitic of those chaps con-
scientiously performing hi- daily
assignments well, lie i- a master at
the ;irt of studying.
< \KI l\. ELIZABETH
\ more constant friend than
Tacky i- difficult to find. She
came to us from Cedar Crest College
determined i" become "< i the best
( Isteopathic students. At present, her
achievements center about the study
of Pathology. She has a peculiar
affinity for Essex car-, the Democratic
parly and (Catherine Hepburn. As
class secretary, -In- has proven herself
capable and trust worthy.
On this system of healing I have founded a natural system of
midwifery which puts to sfiame any method which has heretofore
been used—really abused.
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CHISHOLM, GILMORE
9 Gil attended Wilbraham Acad-
emy, Mass., and descended upon
Philadelphia with a sound mind sup-
ported by broad shoulders, charac-
teristic of strength of mind and body.
He is a fraternity man and known
always to be dressed immaculately.
His friends are many, extending over
large areas and each one will forever
support him in his work.
CLOUGH, REGINALD
$ The symptoms of this versatile
personality are at variance with
any logical conclusion, except that he
is an extremely pleasant malady to
have around. He first came into
prominence at Boston University, is
virulent as to wit and argument, and
has weakness for 1-o-n-g stories. He
showed capable executive ability as
chairman of the Junior Prom Com-
mittee.
After the heart receives the blood, it sends it on to the brain,
possibly to take on knowledge.
Of the contents of the skull, one ounce is used for thought, the
remainder generates power for nerves.
COLE, GLEX
9 Glen is a quiet, diplomatic worker
for the best interest of the class
and college. For two years, Glen has
held the class presidency, and is presi-
dent of his fraternity, the Atlas Club,
as well. Your personal problems will
receive confidential consideration and
find their way to proper authority
through Glen. He is a logical thinker,
a conscientious worker, and possesses
professional personality.
CRESPL LEO
A smiling, outwardly "happy-go-
lucky" chap, but one who takes
his work seriously, l-eo does nut boast
of bis ability as a technician, but those
of us who know him well can look
with approval on his progre-- The
neighborhood movie- furnish his chief
form of diversion. In clinic, 1-eo
handles his patients in a professional
ami effective manner.
DAWSON. JOHN II
.Tack is the Canadian representa-
tive in the class and we wish there
were others in Canada like him who
would be listed in the category of our
intimate friend-, and as future Oste-
opathic physicians. Ili> is a keen,
probing, observant mind, with enough
joviality to endear him to those who
come in contact with him. He i- inter-
ested in extra-curricular activities.
DONOHOE, V\ ii.i.i.WI EDWARD
A StOUt, jovial chap joined our
rank- this year, having received
hisf II la I ion a I \ ilia nova and Hahne-
mann Medical College. A former
teacher, he is now being taught the
great Osteopathic concept. Outstand-
ing is his keen sense of humor with a
proper amount of conscientiousness,
Bill swelled our rankswith 865 pounds,
bul easily found a place wi|h us.
God's inte//i'oence is immeasurable, and there is much evidence
that knowledge is imparted to the corpuscle of the blood before it
does its work.
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EDDY, CLEM
<9 Clem is quiet in his manner and
only a selected few can claim a
speaking acquaintanceship with him.
Early in his course, there developed a
Damon and Pythias friendship be-
tween him and Bachman, a fraternity
brother. Before entering Osteopathy,
Clem attended the University of Vir-
ginia. His outside interests center
about Phi Sigma Gamma, Bridge and
Pinochle, and professional wrestling
EVANS, DAVID J
£ All credit to Dave. Backed by
preparation at Springfield Col-
lege, a true determination, an agree-
able aggressiveness, an Osteopathic
mind, self-confidence, and a delightful
wife, there is no hesitation in placing
him as one of the class leaders. Aus-
tralia is his home and he contemplates
returning there to practice. He is a
capable Student Council represen-
tative.
FARQUHAR, RALPH
Ralph, previous to matriculating
at Philadelphia College of Oste-
opathy, was a student at Western
Reserve—and more than that we
know him to have been quite a wres-
tler there. Socially and professionally,
Ralph rates near the top. He must
have definite proof of all the state-
ments made in class before he will
accept them. He deserves much credit
for his work in the hospital office.
Every corpuscle goes, like a man in the army—who has full in-
structions where to go, and with unerring precision it does its work.
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FREY, HENRY
^ 1 1 :i ii k. from Princeton, is broad-
minded, well read, and always
willing to lend a helpful hand to any-
one in need. ll<' diligently attacks all
duties sel before him. Asa Freshman,
In- displayed lii- athletic ability »itli
the basketball team and last year
served as class treasurer. We look
upon liim »iili great esteem. He is
active in fraternal affairs.
9 Al i~ o "big man" physically in
the class, and I his height of lii-
i* even more noticeable when in
Kelly's Austin. Al's hobbies are keep-
ing his hair in approved shape, playing
:i fine game < if tennis, and displaying
liis ability as an artist His self-
assurance and ability to put himself
across at all l imes is the envy of many
of us.
9 Thisblond, well-liked young man
hails from Buffalo. "Swede" is
especially keen in grasping material
with least effort. He easilj holds the
class sleeping record, but more than
makes up for l«<-l time when awake,
Hi- lias transferred lii* living quarters
now from the Alias ('Int. to Korris-
town. The reason a happy marriage.
If the supply channels of the body be obstructed, and the life
giving currents do not reach their destination full freighted with
health corpuscles, then disease sets in.
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GELL, DOROTHY
^ Perhaps Dorothy may be con-
sidered one of the most practical
individuals of the Junior Class. As
one listens to her slow, concise recita-
tions, one is impressed with the assur-
ance and absolute correctness of her
decisions, for Dot believes in quality
rather than quantity. It is interesting
to note her face light up as she speaks
and to watch her eyes talk.
GOLDBERG, LOUIS
9 Lou is a Xew York University
man with a well-earned reputa-
tion. Difficult to interpret, his friend-
ship, once made, is of the enduring
type. Daily contact with men with
whom he became well acquainted, and
the magnetism imparted to his
nature from a professional brother-
hood seems to have changed him.
He possesses a wide collection of com-
plete notes, which is an indication of
his conscientiousness.
GOLDEX. ABRAHAM
9 Profound and erudite is our class-
mate Abe. Abe is the other half
of the duet from Wilmington. He is
an outstanding figure in the lunch-time
arguments of the Junior class con-
clave and proves himself a hard per-
son to trip up on any subject from
Neurology to Female Psychology.
Concentration, straightforwardness
and eagerness of purpose seem an
integral part of Abe's character.
When an allopath gave me castor oil, he would ask God to bles
the means used (or my recovery.
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II \\|>Y. CHESTER
Worcester and Clark University
~.-ii 1 this versatile young num.
who on manj occasions has kept a
meeting from growing dull by lii~
ability as a pianist He has been very
instrumental, in conjunction with Dr.
Long, in organizing the college Sym-
phony Orchestra and Glee • lub.
Drama and literature occupy much
i ,f Chet's time. He maintains a worthy
scholastic record.
HEIXEMEYER, THEODORE
Q We all envy a man who never
seems In have a care in the
world, a man who is forever good-
natured and cheerful. Receiving his
pre-Osteopathic training al Lehigh
ami al Moravian College, Heinemeyer
opened the door of Osteopathy to be
engulfed in it- mysteries. We can
depend on Ted to promote our class
whenever opportunity affords.
HERRMAX, <'ll MILES
9 This very likeable classmate of
our- has spent most of hi- busj
life in Germany and Prance. His
ambition i- to return to Prance and
spread Osteopathy's good-will. His
interesl al present is centered in the
Bacteriology Lab. Charlie is smiling
all day (except during his noonday
nap), and Ihi- .-mile with hi- liroaden-
ing of viewpoint- through new asso-
ciations make- him a popular student.
Osteopathy does not look upon a man as a criminal before God
to be puked, purged, and made sick or crazy.
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IXCABABIAX, EDITH
9 Edith left a teaching position in
Wilmington to study Osteopathy
at Philadelphia College of Osteopathy.
Her academic life at the University
of Pennsylvania and her previous
profession have given her admirable
qualifications. Edith is famous for
her culinary triumphs. For informa-
tion as to her hobbies we shall refer
you to her sisters of the Axis Club.
Persistency and determination are
beneficial characteristics of this
KING, NELSON
9 Massachusetts sends to Phila-
delphia College of Osteopathy
another son, whom we believe well
qualified to add his part to the realm
of Osteopathy. Perhaps it won't be
just Osteopathy, but Osteopathy plus
X-Ray, as Nelson has been spending
considerable time in the department
of Radiology. He has exhibited talent
in literary lines also. Nels makes con-
tacts easily and has that something
known as personality.
KNOX, CLIFFORD
£ A deep thinker, a philosopher,
and a teacher were bound to-
gether in this man after attending
Foxcroft Academy; College of Thera-
peutics; School of Naturopathy; then
through the doors of Osteopathy to
become known as Knox, the quiet
student, whom we have come to know
and like. He is inactive in athletics
and fraternities, perhaps because of
married life.
Osteopathy is a science that analyzes man, and finds out that he
partakes of Divine intelligence.
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KKAZINSKI. WILLIAM DANIEL
£ Mahoney <ily to Penn State to
Hahnemann l" Osteopathy, until
now we find Bill in lii* proper place
in our midst. lie is the lesser phj -i<;il
component of that pair of Bills, Don-
ohoeand Krazinski. With his willing-
ness l" cooperate and lii- friendly
spirit, he has now become an accepted
Class of I9SS factor. Conscientious-
i especially in Clinical procedures,
i- a marked characteristic.
Kl l!Z. THEODORE
^ Ted became one of our illustrious
classmates in il :cond year
after attending Gettysburg College.
He received a primary medical educa-
tion from whieh In- swung into our
scope of study. Today he i- one of
the staunch supporters of our profes-
sion with great ambitions. By lii-
attentive attitude he is storing away
many details for future use.
I.AM. I. JOHN
9 Philadelphia College of Os pa-
thy ha- musicians! However, nol
nil musicians are members of the
Orchestra. One "would be" lender of
Cab Calloway's orchestra is with us
daily. During the summer he proves
himself to be a capable salesman.
This alert, wide-awake young man
enjoys to speak fluently and pos-
sesses the Qualities of an aspiring
chemist. He particularly enjoy- relat-
ing past collegiate event- of his days
at Amherst.
God manifests himself in matter, motion, and mind—study well
His manifestations.
You should know the cause of disease and be able to remove it.
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LEBOW, JACOB
9 Jack comes to us as a disciple of
Osteopathy after years spent in
pharmaceutical work. His favorite
topic of discussion is "my two boys."
Jack has a good sense of humor which
serves as a controlling force over row-
dyism. His air of gravity, with a
mind that works harder than his
tongue and a knowledge born of
observation, assures progress.
LEXZ, FRED
9 A New Englander in spirit and
characteristics, Fred is noted for
business-like administration, which is
corroborated by this volume. His
abilities as a tenor make him one of
the famous 1935 quartet. He has a
failing for cranking flivvers on cold
mornings in order to get to school on
time. Fred is broadminded and opti-
mistic in his viewpoints.
LEONARD, MAURICE
9 Maurice began his higher educa-
tion at the State Teachers' Col-
lege in Trenton where the art of
Physical Education tried to engulf
him. However, like Jonah, he escaped,
and feeling the spirit call of Osteopa-
thy knew that he had found his call-
ing. We soon found him to be the
personification of good fellowship as
well as the possessor of an extremely
likeable personality.
When you know the difference between the normal and abnormal
structure, you have learned the all-absorbing first question.
LEVIN, ABRAHAM
ABRAHAM M. LEVIN, A 11
A. was the Brsl of the Levin
Bros. Triumvirate, and was one
who stood high in scholastic and fra-
ternal matters. He was 1 «<>t ti a g I
fellow and o good student. Al >>• is one
of the boys from Philadelphia and a
genuine credit to t lie Quaker City.
Temple University began the process
of preparation of this embryo doctor,
granted him In- A.B., then sent him
here. Aside from his studies, Abe
has found time to prove hi- value
along literary lines in I lie Axone. A
pleasant manner endears him to his
host of friends.
i.i.\ in. .i \nm
JACOB M. LEVIN, I'll. <;.
J. was the key-lone of the Levin
Bros. Triumvirate. A real go-
getter, he worked his way through
Pharmacy < 'ollege before coming here.
Although never known to cram, .1.
rated high in his -Indie- and was al-
ways ready to help those less
fortunate.
Difficult problems and cases in-
tripled him, especially those of
women and children. With his
geniality, perseverance, and ability;
we feel sure that J. will be a suecess in
his chosen profession.
LEVIN, SAM I 1.1.
SAMUEL I. I.K\ IN. PH.G.
£ S. was the oldesl and the sus-
taining element of the Levin
Bros. Triumvirate. He was a gradu-
ate pharmacist and one who made a
point of doing everything well. Sam
is an advocate of visual education,
as can be proven by the line pictures
he takes of the operations during
surgery clinic, lie i- quite versatile
in that he i- a Registered Pharmacist,
a bookkeeper and stenographer, plays
lirsl violin In our Symphony Orchestra,
and an amateur Bibliophile. Willi his
varied interests, he si ill finds time to
be a -Indent.
An ignorant head and a heavy hand can bruise a kidney, spleen,
gall duct, omentum, or some of the lymphatics.
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LEYIXE, HARRY
£ Harry has indeed won for him-
self the respect of his classmates
because of the sincerity of his work.
Any day he can be found after a meet-
ing of the Junior Class showing the
other members how technique should
be done, or displaying his ability as a
salesman. He particularly likes to
show his command of a well-developed
vocabulary.
LIXDLEY, FRAXKLIX
Frank, from Denver, Colorado,
with his suave manner, his wavy
hair, and his intriguing smile, quickly
became a popular member of our
class. His chief interest seems to lie
in the field of Obstetrics, judging from
his current activities. His fraternity,
Theta Psi, and the Glee Club do much
to keep his extra-curricular hours
from becoming boring.
LODGE, WILLIAM
Bill is one of those chaps who
does not fear to delve into the
mysteries of his chosen profession.
Typical of the youths of Steelton, Pa.,
his home town, he is an ardent worker
and an enthusiastic football fan. He
has traveled extensibly over this con-
tinent. The combination of being
mechanically inclined and a former
pattern maker will undoubtedly be
valuable assets.
An intelligent head will soon learn that a soft hand and a gentle
move is the head and hand that gets the desired result.
P S I s
UMSDKN, .IKAM'.TTK
Cultured and well poised is this
young woman from Boston.
Jeanette has served well the kappa
l'-i Delia sorority as a capable and
understanding president. Shi- plays
tennis well ami has achieved no little
fame iu her rule of an excellent look.
Itacteriology is one of lier hobbies
and she devotes much of her spare
time in tliat Laboratory.
9 Quiet, easy going, likeable, lie
proves to be a favorite of us nil.
We don't see much of liim and per-
haps ue don't know him as well as we
should, but he shows his interest here
at Philadelphia College of Osteopa-
thy by his continued support of all
activities. Mae is a native of Syra-
cuse, lie holds the class record for
letter writing which proves his pop-
ularity.
Deane has been a real student
since his advent into the college
as a l're-(). lb' received his training
at Dickinson before entering Philadel-
phia College of Osteopathy. Socially,
he has been rather quiet, but only
because his studies are more impor-
tant, lie has proven a capability in
practical work. A well-established
practice in Carhondnle. Pa., working
with his cousin, is his ambition.
We find two large and complete systems of vessels, the riven
of life, whose duty is to convey material to all parts of the body.
M. < OLLUM, FRED
9 Fred, being a little older than
most of us, comes to Philadelphia
College of Osteopathy well prepared to
to enter the profession of Osteopathy.
He has encountered many trials and
tribulations but has always managed
to come out on top. Mac is quiet and
reserved. Athletically, baseball and
basketball hold his interest. He takes
his work seriously, which always pays
in the end.
M.CORKLE. JOHN
9 After spending four years at
Muskingum College, Mac came
to Philadelphia College of Osteopathy
with a A.B. degree carefully tucked
away in one corner of his suitcase.
He is well known for the dry humor
and puns characteristic of him. A
quiet, easy-going chap, Mac is the
type that we all like.
MIXES, JULIAN
9 This genial person has a dual per-
sonality. Not only is he a master
musician and actor but one of the
most Osteopathically minded men in
our class. Jule is the exponent of the
latest styles from New York. Pos-
sessed with a keen insight, a wealth
of knowledge, and the ability to carry
on has won him a host of admiring
friends.
The whole universe with its worlds, its men, its women, with all
their forms of life were formulated by the mind of an unerring
Architect.
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MINTZER, II \lil(
9 I I;i rr> is a student, a traveler,
and a true Friend. As a student he
rates near the top .f the class and has
already set a new record for profi-
ciency in Physiological Chemistry. As
a traveler, lie commutes daily from
Woodlynne, \. .1. Harry possesses a
very contagious smile, a ready wit. an
abundance of energy, and a keen
sense of responsibility.
MOODEE. ANDREW
<P Andy is a well-liked member of
the class, quiet and somewhat
reserved. Hut be not misled by his
apparently <|iiiet manner, for be is
prone to play sonic pranks and look
the very picture of innocence. Moody
lias been reared on Osteopathy. We
predict that he will share quite a lot
of his Dad's practice when he returns
to Schenectady. \. Y.
MOORE, GEORGE
# Moor,- is one of Hi.- older mem-
bers of tin- class. Therefore, there
is less tendency to arts or pranks on
his part which we might reveal.
George is an earnest student, silently
and steadily sailing through the
waters i,f Osteopathy. We an- -un-
George has sensed the value of Oste-
opathy although his Dad is a well-
established medical doctor.
He has placed all principles of motion and life, also all the
remedies to be used in sickness inside of the human body.
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MOWRY, FRED
9 Fred just naturally happens to
be a model man; not only is he
of the football hero type but appears
as a leader of men as well. Also, he
is a tenor of note
—
yes, sweet notes.
Fred will surmount any possible obsta-
cles that may happen to come into
his path which includes any floods
that may wreck havoc with Johns-
town, his home town.
NEWMAN, ARTHUR
9 Art comes to us from Long Island
and with a brother in the Senior
Class seems determined to keep
Osteopathy in the family. Boundless
energy and diverse interests enable
Art to get his work in about half the
normal time. Always ready for
action, he also plays the piano—it
seems "Somebody Stole His Gal."
He is the originator of "we know
where you're going."
ORR, PARKER
9 Parker's background is the envy
of us all. His education was re-
ceived at Brown University and at Mc-
Gill. At the latter school, he received
his medical training. Poise, serious-
ness and efficiency combined in Parker,
lead to a respect for his abilities.
Although somewhat aloof and diffi-
cult to understand, he can, at times,
be one of the congenial men of the
class.
Let us not be governed today by what we did yesterday, nor
tomorrow—by what we do today. Day by day we must show
progress.
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PECK, ELIZABETH
9 Pecky, <"ir secretary, with her
wealth of good humor, tact,
thoughtfulness and kindliness, is cer-
tainly cjiic of the best liked iinli-
viduals of "iir class, and perhaps her
greatest pleasure lies in "just being
nice." When 1 1 1 i 1 1 tr - go wrong—or
someone is needed or >i>nict liinj;
should I"- done a~k. Pecky! She'll
liml a way. Betty manages to tolerate
hi-r ceaseless tormentors good-natur-
edly.
Max has been a guiding Unlit ever
since his entrance into Philadel-
phia College of Osteopathy and not a
fen students have him to thank for
his painstaking explanations of ves-
ts one of our likeable classmates.
This youth is of Osteopathic heritage.
His prominence in fraternal circles
will undoubtedly be projected int.. the
welfare of future Osteopathic organi-
zations. Hi> willingness to lend a
helping hand to anyone at anytime,
ing problems. Be has been a modera- plus his loyal friendship to those with
tor for his more boisterous fraternity whom he comes in contact produces a
brothers at Lambda Omicron Gamma, personality coveted by all.
His hobbies seem I" !»• long walks ami
the utilization of leisure time for
studying.
At the head of our column we carry the flag of progress, and
should honor it with greater results by better application of the
principles of Osteopathy.
PRATT, WARREN
9 Warren, a comparative new-
comer to our ranks, is a pleasant
chap of cheerful dispositions, whom
we might classify as one of the group
constituting the solid, dependable ele-
ment of the class. His temperament
is not of the dramatic type, but
rather follows along a more even
plane of endeavor, which is always
consistent with progress in any field.
PRESCOTT, WILLIAM
^ Mill has one of the best minds in
the class for applying knowledge,
which may be due to his Osteopathic
family history or to his education at
Syracuse University. Wherever he is,
he lends an atmosphere of dignity and
professionalism—as president of the
class, our Freshman year or as a
prominent baritone on the concert
stage.
ROWE, DANA
$ There is no school quite so com-
plete as P. C. 0. and no fra-
ternity quite so fine as Atlas—ask
Dana. And his friends ike and
admire his very staunch support. His
patients will soon discover him to be a
truly fine "good fellow." We are
often favored with a comedy act when
Dana and Wilson are in the mood to
ride each other.
Ever remember that the word "perfect" means no more or no
less than the fiat of God, that His work has been concluded with
absolute exactness.
SCHMIDT, IDA
# (da is ••in excellent scholar in nil
branches of <K pathy. She is
ever ready to offer and to give liclp to
anyone. Her hobby i- a staunch
championship of the oppressed and
the victims of ridicule. A special
interest in deep sea fishing and in
Franklin automobile is hers. Her
accomplishments in summer clinics
and Chemistry are definite assets to
anyone.
SOUTHARD. ROBERT
9 We are taught that "normal
function depends upon normal
Structure." Bob learned Ihc art of
normal structure by spending two
years at Antioch College, where he
started the study of engineering. At
I'.
(
'. ()., « itli that background, lie lias
had the opportunity of successfully
studying the normal structure of the
human body. Bob is prominent in
litcran work and social affairs of the
class.
rEPHEN'S, MERLYN
9 I le is •me- of i he fe« h ho has buc-
cessfully struggled through many
hardships and overcame many
obstacles which are entirely unknown
to mosl of us. Acquiring an educa-
tion from Carnegie Tech give- evi-
dence for his firmness of mind. In
"his estimation" he attempts at all
times to aid his fellow students.
Steve's devoted wife is a constant
source of inspiration to htm,
Nature stands fully armed and equipped, and more than willing
to execute all duties devolving upon her.
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STREICKER, WALTER
9 Kelly, as most of us know him
is one of the most energetic men
of the class. As far as athletic achieve-
ment is concerned, he is on top. This
"New Yorker" delights in a keen
competitor on the opposite side of the
net. His keen spirit of perseverance
and determination are also displayed
in application of Osteopathic prin-
ciples.
THOME. ROSCOE
9 Ross, with a medical family
heritage of several generations,
entered our ranks in the Sophomore
year. Elizabethtown College proudly
heralds him as one of her graduates.
He is a former outstanding baseball
pitcher and has a wealth of experiences
behind him. Ross, a member of the
Junior Prom Committee, is eager to
participate in any event beneficial to
the class.
TOMAJAX, K. GEORGE
& Quiet! Who is that villain
sneaking into the lecture room
behind Hank Frey—or is it his
shadow? Xo—wait a minute—why
it's Tommy! Tommy comes to P. C.
O. from Worcester, Mass., and is fol-
lowing closely in the footsteps of his
brother. He was Vice-President of
the Sophomore year and is one of the
Its most active supporters. Person-
alitv is his!
Let your eyes be a microscope of the greatest known power.
Let your mind penetrate to the remotest period of thought by the
telescope of reason.
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TROXELL. REUBEN
^ "Work! where have I heard that
word before?" When there's
work to be iliinc. Rube is there to do
ii and ulicn there's nothing to be
done—well, he's (here ju*l the same.
Rube, a Philadelphia^, entered our
r.-i nk- a* a Freshman after spending a
year in the Pre-t > I llass. He i- "nr
class fashion expert and knows the
latest in automobiles (body by
Mines). Earnestness in everything he
does is evident.
ri'CKER, WAItUKX
9 A sound body has Keen said to
I se ;i sound mind. Tall, < lark
and
—
yes, handsome beyond a donht,
possessing a melodious bass voice,
Tucker's primary trends were in his
father's steps, which led him to
Theological school, at which hi* ambi-
tions developed into a realization that
he was needed in the Osteopathic
world. Warren ha* joined into every
activity wholeheartedly.
\ \\ \\ VGEN W -l\|l>\
O Van's chief i plaint i- that no
one will argue with him any-
more. Maybe Tina scares debater*
away. Tina is the furry girl that
lead* him around school, through
small openings, etc. Sime i* the most
courageous student in the college and
deserves much credit lor sticking to
his work, lb- i* to be commended for
his happy outlook on life.
The great chemical human laboratory has within itself all neces-
sary qualities, and never fails to bring them into use when wisely
called upon to do so.
VARXER, ALGIE
10 As the old saying goes, "Good
things come in small packages."
We have in Algie something that is
really good. He is an enthusiastic
worker and a sincere student, both in
the laboratory and lecture room and
has a touch of professionalism. Algie
hails from Johnstown, Pa., and after
spending two years at Albright Col-
lege, joined our ranks.
WEISS, EDWARD
One look at Ed and a few words
with him will make you his
friend for life. Ed, a staunch sup-
porter of the L. O. G., is one of those
felkws who possesses that rare trait
which is often desired,—a pleasing
personality. Conservatism is his out-
standing trait, while his knowledge of
the subject at hand seems equal to
any occasion.
WILLIAMS, GEORGE
9 Every good class contains men
like George. He is one who pro-
gresses steadily and surely onward as
the months roll by. Serious at times,
he is noted at other times for a keen
wit and a desire to tantalize his class-
mates, especially Jack Wilson. Like
many of his fellow Xew Yorkers,
George has the quality of earnest
determination.
By reason, we arrive at the conclusion that the duties of Nature
are perpetual labor, through the vast cycles of eternity, conducted
by the skillful plan of God.
WILSON, HERBERT .1
.lark started I • x ~- studj of Oste-
opathy l>y taking the Pre-0
course. He was then the typical storj
l>onk Englishman, but after three
years nf association with ns :i chance
can be noted. It must be —: « i « i t lint
Osteopathy can be proud of him. He
i- a real conscientious student and is
deeply interested in his studies. Maj
II. .1. spread Osteopathy in England!
WINTON, CHARLES
Q Reserved, dignified and sophisti-
cated, that is Charlie, laconically
speaking. He is a quiet, friendly
individual whose real personality is
only enjoyed by a chosen few. Finn
adherence to his cl n profession
and the private supervision of a
graduate physician certainly arc great
assets to Charlie's development. In
addition, he is a indent and considers
the practical side, technique of Oste-
opathy, a* a real holihy.
WITTHOHN", l'l>\\ \KD
Ed comes from the small town of
Pearl River in the Empire State
and has grown to p ss great quali-
ties. His first Philadelphia education
was received at the I niversity of
Pennsylvania. A high scholastic
record i~ hi-. 1 1 i — activities in athlet-
ics, fraternal life and collegiate
societies, and his success in these arc
indications of the qualities of leader-
ship which he possesses.
D. O. means Dig On—Doctor of Osteopathy.
Truth has no cause to fear opinion
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WLRZEL, EDWARD
£ A flash through the hall,—it must
be Wurzel. His unpardonable
"pardon me" is a common expression
of his subconscious mind. Unforget-
able week-ends and good texts are
constituents of this New Yorker's diet.
Eddie has instigated a new method of
penmanship which has finally gained
recognition by his professors. His
eagerness and conscientiousness are
particularly worthy of record.
YOUXG, GALEN
^ Serious interests and deep con-
victions regarding all things
Osteopathic, color the thoughts and
ideals of this member of our class. He
has contributed much to the well-
being of his class, and his conserva-
tive judgment always proves of value
in decisions of any moment. Galen
is a member of the famous back row,
being alphabetically at the foot of the
class—but only alphabetically.
YUXIXGER, LEWIS
9 Dutch, a gentleman and a
scholar, hails from New Holland.
He received pre-medical instruction
at F. and M. College in Lancaster,
Pa. His chief delights are movies and
week-end trips, while reading novels
is of no minor importance in the cur-
riculum of this ambitious student. A
moaning saxophone is his chief vice.
However, these assets combined pro-
duce a very likeable chap.
<r in power to a man of
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JUNIOR CLASS HISTORY
Cass of 1935
Glen Cole Presidt nt
Paul Bonham Vice-President
M. Elizabeth Peck Secretary
Franklin Lindle? Treasurer
David -I. Evans Student Council
THE largest class yet assembled as Freshmen at the Philadelphia College <>! Oste-
opathy, one hundred and forty-seven, presented itself on September 16, 1981.
Wli.il a motley array wc must have been! Some were eager to become ac-
quainted, some wore already known l>y their pre-osteopathic course, some were a l>it
bashful, and many of us were too busy to notice the others.
Opening day brought inspiring speeches from the older members of the faculty,
many of whom we were not privileged to know until our Junior year. It took l)rs.
Green and Rothmeyer to make us realize we were not individuals, but a class, and a
class which quickly found P. C. 0. meant business. They were readily seconded in
their project by Mr. Erb, Mr. Stoertz, Mr. Minich, Drs. Durkee, Cressman,
Long, and others.
Almost immediately the class appeared to be made up mainly of politicians. Fora
new class, it seems that there were many arguments pro and con for prospective officers.
The final results, however, found Hill Prescott, President, with (den Cole as Vice-Presi-
dent, Annette Albert, the Secretary, and Paid Hoffmeyer, Treasurer. Paul was suc-
ceeded as treasurer by Fred Lenz before the year was over.
It seems that all of the fraternities and sororities of the school decided the mem-
bers of the class of 1985 should become "brother" and "sister" conscious. Hushing,
bidding, and initiations were run off in a fast and furious style at this time and when
the smoke had cleared away everyone seemed satisfied.
An important adjunct (important to the upperclassmen), to the Freshman Osteo-
pathic courses seems to be the presenting of a successful Freshman dance. The Hotel
Pennsylvania on November thirteenth, Friday, found the class passing this test with
the highest possible rating.
January +, 1932, will be remembered as the date of our introduction to Dissect ion
Laboratory in the Harvey School of Anatomy. This very important step in our course
served to increase our zeal, our marvelling at the intricacies of human machinery, and
the realization of our task.
The first of our biannual ten-day encounters with the faculty took place
at midyears and many were the wounds and scars received, some proving fatal to
our classmates.
The second semester found further elaboration on our all important fundamental
work of the Freshman year. Our artistic abilities, as well as our patience, were put to
test in Histology and Embryology, much to the grief of some of us. Dr. Durkee in-
augurated his "table quiz" plan with us.
Elections for our Sophomore year placed Ken Hauck at the helm. Glen Cole was
reelected vice-president. The books were entrusted to Packy Carlin, the money to
Henry Frey, and the student council activities to Jack Lebow. During the summer,
the class was struck with sorrow and disaster when the president-elect passed away.
Ken was a likeable fellow who had become one of the most popular men in the class in
one short year. In the fall, Cole was made president, and George Tomajan elected to
fill out the Vice-President's term. The student roll for the class was now reduced to
one hundred and six.
The Sophomore year will always stand out as a pleasant one in our minds despite
the amount of work piled on us, especially the first semester. Now, the famous quartet
of Prescott-Lenz-Heinemeyer-Tucker proved itself, Dr. Long's Symphony orchestra
met with great approval, our initiation into technique began, the series of addresses of
"Osteopathy on the Air" began, the great First Annual Osteopathic Charity Ball took
place, disastrous "bank Holidays," affecting many of us, occurred. The class domi-
nated at the Christmas entertainment by classes. This year's studies gave us an insight
academically into what our persistent labors were to harvest.
Our guides during the Sophomore year, painstakingly laboring with us as we
travelled through Bacteriology, Pathology, Nervous Anatomy, P. Chem., Diagnosis,
Surgery, Physiology, Principles, Spinal Mechanics, Topographical and Visceral
Anatomy were Drs. Py, Dressier, Weisbecker, Mellot, Erb, Stoertz, Apatoff, Lutz,
Kiser, Green, Long, Soden, Rothmeyer, and Cathie. Unknowns in Chem. and Bac-
teriology, drawing's galore in Pathology, writeups in Pathological Physiology, special
sections in Physical Diagnosis all aided in filling our busy hours to capacity. Now, we
hear strange stories of Betty Peck getting ready for class at three in the morning, of
Jeanette leaving the wrong door open in the apartment, of Frey explaining Technique'
by "Rotate as far as you can and then some more," of Herrmann calling Heinemeyer
"marasmic, " of Dawson breaking the high jump record by leaping an eight-foot hedge
to evade a West Philadelphia female, of Edith declaring Struse is as nice as "Py" to
her, of Ida telling about Dana's blue eyes, of how Silas is still hiding from Dr. Pennock,
and of Tomajan's explanation of guinea pig sex to Dr. Dressier. At this time a group of
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earnest, osteopathically minded students formed the D. 0. Society or Dig On Society
for the purpose of doing special work in technique and in aiding in Dr. Long's research
problems. The nucleus of this group consisted of Evans, Bates, Bonham, Dawson,
Stephens, Mintzer, Churchill, Mines. Kur/.. With the full cooperation of the Dean
ami the Faculty they have mel with much success in their undertaking.
Again, political struggles appeared on a Large scale for the election of .Junior
officers. The officers elected have proven capable and efficient and harmony still
reigns. King Cole was reelected to the cla^s presidency, assisted by Paul Bonham,
Secretary Elizabeth Peck, Treasurer Franklin Lindley, Editor Ross Hales, and Student
Council Representative Dave Evans, complete the elected officers. Bill Clough, as
chairman of the Prom Committee, holds the chief appointive office.
The Junior year found our numbers reduced to ninety. Obstetric calls,
preparation for Clinic work, field trips in Hygiene, having individual and group pic-
tures taken, coming to a better understanding with Dr. D'Eliscu, cooperating on tin-
Charity Ball at the Penn A. C, putting across our own highly successful Junior Prom
at the Benjamin Franklin Hotel on Friday, the thirteenth of April, special Technique
sessions, were lint part of the things crowding our hours this year.
The Junior year found us preparing for Clinical work. The subjects immediately
facing us were ( ardio Vascular. Special Pathology, Toxicology, Technique, Neurology,
Dietetics. Applied Anatomy. Obstetrics, Gynecology, Metabolic Diseases. Diseases of
Muscles. Bones, Joints, Pediatries. Acute Infections, Hygiene, and Surgery. Our new
Professors are Drs. Smith. Flack, Riceman, D'Elisgu, Fischer, Gruber, Cohn, Evans,
Drew, and Pennock.
Our great adventure now is being student physicians in the Clinic where we are
privileged to apply our knowledge of Osteopathy and watch its marvelous workings.
( >urs is t he greatest clinical program vet attempted. But for those tedious hours hack
in the years ,,f seemingly endless toil little could we do to guard our reputations. It
almost seems that we are off on the right foot inasmuch as patients swarm to the
clinic beyond capacity. May we alleviate such a condition by speeding up the favor-
able discharge list to a new record.
The class lias never been very active from an athletic standpoint, but, rather, has
stood out for good fellowship and cooperation. There is a definite tendency e\ ideiil in
the class to stick to more Osteopathy and less a mixture of Osteopathy and Medicine.
Only the future will prove the determined efforts of the class in that direction.
An aim in life is the only fortune worth the finding: and it is not to lie found in
foreign lands, hut in the heart itself.
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Allen, Blanche C, A.B., B.E 1401 State St., Springfield, Mass.
Alvarez, Vincent 3408 Cottman St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Andrews, Hazel M 527 Park Place, Painted Post, N. Y.
Antry, Adele M 2728 Lawrence Ave., Denver, Colo.
Bachman, Robert E 5723 Torresdale Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Bates, Roswell P 18 Conant St., Danvers, Mass.
Berlin, Joseph F., Ph.G 1021 W. 5th St., Wilmington, Del.
Black, Charles H 506 Franklin St., Johnstown, Pa.
Boivie, Mildred V 25 Red Road, Chatham, N. J.
Bonham, Paul F 5344 Chancellor St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Bonier, Harry 2100 W. 6th St., Chester, Pa.
Brodkin, Mitchell, Ph.G 910 N. 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Burrows Charles E., Jr 33 Greendale Ave., Worcester, Mass.
Butterworth, Chas. A 299 N. Mountain Ave., Upper Montclair, N. J.
Cann, Donald S., B.S 38 Grove St., AVaterbury, Conn.
Carlin, Elizabeth 404 Chews Landing Rd., Haddonfield, N. J.
Chisholm, Gilmore M 150 Everett St., Providence, R. I.
Clough, Reginald, B.B.A 109 Congress St., Rumford, Maine
Cole, Glen W 133 N. Newberry St., York, Pa.
Crespi, Leo P 33 York St., Springfield, Mass
.
Dawson, John H. A 240 Cameron St., Port Arthur, Ont.
Donohoe, Wm. E 528 Race Ave., Lancaster, Pa.
Eddy, C. W 29 Lloyd Rd., Montclair, N. J.
Evans, David J Perth, Western Australia
Farquhar, Ralph C, Jr Ridge Rd., Willoughby, Ohio
Frey, H. W., Jr., A.B 706 Burns St., Forest Hills, L. I., N. Y-
Ganzenmuller, Albert 94 Etna St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gary, Lester B 31 Berkley Place, Buffalo, N. Y.
Gell, Dorothy 1236 Culver Rd., Rochester, N. Y.
Golden, Abraham A 311 Shipley St., Wilmington, Del.
Goldberg, Louis 8566 25th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Handy, Chester 1 35 Richards St., Worcester, Mass.
Hi tNEMEi i u. Theodore 310 I Ihilton St., Elizabeth, V J.
Herman, Ch irles 4051 N. 9th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
I\, iBARi \n. Edith 300 W. 1 Ith St., WilmiDgton, Del.
Ki\(.. Nelson I) 131 First St., Melrose, Mass.
Knm\. Clifford C Bellemead, N. J.
Kin/.. Theodore 234 Pratl St., Meriden, Conn.
Kk \zi\ski. Wm 28 W. Pine St .. Mahanoy ( !ity, Pa.
I. \ i. i.i. John- J .")?:!.") Granger St., Corona, X. Y.
Lenz, Frederick S 37 Baldwin St., E. Providence, \\. I.
Leonard, Maurice T 4 Summit Ave., Chatham, N. I.
Levin, Ann mi wi. A. 15 '21(11 ( Catherine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Levin, Jacob M., Ph.G 2101 Catherine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Levin, Samuel I.. Ph.G 10:56 X. Franklin St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
I.i \i\k. Harry 132 W. 15th St.. X. V. C.
Lindlet, Franklin, M ")14 Brighton Ave., Reading, Pa.
Lodge, William II 168 S. 2nd St., Steelton, Pa.
LUMSDEN, JEANNETTE IK) Summer Ave.. Reading, Mass.
Ls \v Willi wi D., A. 15 7(i Elmwood Rd., Verona, X. J.
MacDonald, Ch \hi.ks J 180-2 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, X. Y.
Maxwell, I). Deane 182 Washington St.. Carbondale, l'a.
McColli m, Fred C 785 Woodlawn Ave.. Jackson. Mich.
McCorkle, John, A. 15 1650 \\ . ( !hurch St., Elmira, X. Y.
Mills, Marion -2:54 Sagamore Rd., Maplewood, X. J.
Minks. .Ii lian I... Jr -201s W. Somerset St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Mintzer, Harry F 141 Parker Ave.. Woodlynne, X. J.
Moodie, Andrew I) 965 State St.. Schenectady, X. Y.
Moore, George I) 40 Copley Rd., Upper Darby, Pa.
Mowry, Fred E Geistown, Pa.
Murphy, Path 202 S. 36th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Newman. Arthur II.. I5.S ">:51-2 04th St.. Elmhurst, L. L, X. Y.
Orr, C. Pabker, Ph. 15 1115 Moore Ave., Savannah, Ga.
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Peck, Elizabeth Elnora, N. Y.
Platt, Max 508 Station Ave., Haddon Heights, N. J.
Powell, Robebt H 65 S. Broadway, Pitman, N. J.
Peatt, Waeeen A 11 Church St., Oneonta, N. Y.
Peescott, William S., B.A 205 Clarke St, Syracuse, N. Y..
Rowe, Dana A 36 Lake St., Auburn, Me.
Schmidt, Ida C York Road and Township Line, Wyncote, Pa.
Shaw, Haeey C 718 N. 48th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Smith, Edwahd S 38 Colton Ave., Sayville, L. I., N. Y.
Southabd, Robebt P.. .... ' 604 Lyman Ave., Oak Park, Illinois
Stephens, Meelyn F., B.S Syracuse, N. Y.
Stbeickee, Walteb M 1291 Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Thome, Roscoe, B.S Mount Joy, Pa.
Tomajan, Geobge K 272 Burncoat St., Worcester, Mass.
Teoxell, Reuben 5130 Tacony St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Tuckeb, Waeeen J Verona, N. Y.
Van Wagenen, Simon 855 E. Rittenhouse St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Vabneb, Algie A 913 Bedford St., Johnstown, Pa.
Weiss, Edwaed Ill Main St., Williamstown, N. J.
Williams, Geobge S 92 Abruyn St., Kingston, N. Y.
Wilson, Hebbebt J 55-56 Holland Park, London, England
Winton, Chaeles F 4201 Ridgewood Ave., Baltimore, Md.
Witthohn, Edwabd Franklin Ave., Pearl River, N. Y.
Wubzel, Edwabd .275 Belmont Ave., Newark, N. J.
Young, Galen S R. F. D. No. 8, Lancaster, Pa.
Yuningeb, Lewis M 54 N. Railroad Ave., New Holland, Pa.
Zutz, Matthew J., B.A 2006 Washington St., Wilmington, Del.
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PATHOLOGY
From Clay Models of Fred Lenz, '35
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THE SOPHOMORES
SOPHOMORE HISTORY
Class of 1936
Joseph C. Snyder President
George B. Hylander Vice-President
Catherine P. Lally Secretary
Edmund Thomas Treasurer
Murray E. Miller Student Council
CAME September 19, 1932, that memorable day when, with the gathering of the
class, our first roll call was taken. The roster consisted of one hundred fifteen
names including high school graduates, college graduates, and those who had
some college work.
The first social event in our two years was College Day held at Willow Grove.
We were afforded the opportunity of meeting many upperelassmen and also becoming-
better acquainted with our own fellow classmates. We predominated in most of the
field events and carried the day in easy style in a downpour of rain.
With little ceremony we were swept into our Osteopathic courses and our concep-
tion of Osteopathy took place with our important courses of Anatomy, Applied Physics,
Histology, Chemistry, Biology, History of Osteopathy, and Embryology.
By this time the members of the class were in a position to justly elect the officers
for the Freshman year. In Joe Snyder was detected ability as a leader. He has proven
our analysis of him as a capable class president. Gordon Zink ably assisted Joe as
Vice-President. Thomas Fleming was given charge of the mercenary end of our
troubles, and Alberta Johnson, the former school teacher from Tennessee, used her
previous training in keeping the books. Our Student Council Representative was
Robert Cooper, acting as a medium in keeping us in contact with the administration.
Before Thanksgiving, riding the goat became popular and many unsuspecting
members of the class found themselves affiliated with a college fraternity. According
to traditions, the class presented the "Freshman Formal" to the students and the
college. Due to the efforts of the committee for this dance and the cooperation of
the class the affair exceeded the expectations of the most critical. Like the sword of
Damocles the mid-year examinations were suspended over our heads with the faculty
holding the scissors. Our fears were not justified for only a few were unable to meet the
requirements of our instructors.
I s
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In the spring of the year a very unfortunate accidenl occurred in which we losl
Klvin II. Leas, a very promising member <>f the class.
By this time, having become acclimated to our work, final examinations were ap-
proached with slightly less anxiety. Thus ended our lir-l year ai P. C. 0.
The Sophomore year began September 19, 10.'i:i. with a slighl loss in membership,
lint strengthened by the addition of transfers from other professional schools. We im-
mediately delved deeper into the sciences of the healing art and began to see a correla-
tion I let ween our more fundamental work of the first year and the work at hand.
Snyder was again elected as guide of the class in the capacity of president. G. B.
Hylander was made Vice-President, while Kd Thomas hecame Treasurer, Catherine
I.ally, Secretary, and M. E. Miller represented the class in si iident Council sessions.
Ahout the middle of I he first semester we were put through a rigid Ordeal of exams,
not of our own choice, hut as a result of the far-seeing judgment of our faculty.
This concludes the history of the Sophomore class up to I he date of writing. The
ensuing events of the sophomores will be enlarged upon next year as junior-.
SOPHOMORE DIRECTORY
ALBECK, ELTON C l-'.'{(i Hastings Ave.. South Ardmore, Pa.
Albert AlNnette M 1008 E. Rittenhouse St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Atkins, John W *-2 1 o S. '2nd St.. Lebanon, Pa.
Bakes, Stephen S 5389 Arlington St., Philadelphia, Pa.
BaSTIAN, Robert 18 S. New Jersey Ave.. Atlantic City, X. J.
Beal, Morris F Sodus, X. V.
Beasley, H. E 1.50 Winthrop St.. Brooklyn, X. V.
Binder, Harry E 4501 X. Broad St., Philadelphia. Pa.
BRADY, Thomas C 123 Amity St.. Brooklyn. X. V.
Brenner, Louis U W2 Park Ave.. Woonsocket, R. I.
Bryde, Harold T 10.S1 University Ave.. X. V. C.
ChERTKOFF, Myer 4004 Reno St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Cfiivian, H. Jay 10 X. Dewey St., Philadelphia. Pa.
Cooper, Robert A 7137 Park Ave., Pennsauken, X. J.
Dayton, Naomi 20 Crystal St.. Greenwood, Mass.
Disbrow, Elliott R., Jr 267 Main St., Chatham, X'. J.
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Dunn, Floyd E Bloomin gdale, Pa
Ehrlich, Robert 25 Lancaster Rd., Newton, Mass.
Ellis, Helen V 3302 Ainslie St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Fisher, Victor R 916 N. 66th St., Phila., Pa.
Fleming, Thomas A 24 Polhemus Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fribehg, Robert A 99 High St., Winchester, Mass.
Freedman, Milton 425 Main St., Dupont, Pa.
Fritzsche, Robert W 618 Bradhead Ave., Bethlehem, Pa.
Gardner, Jason Callicoon, N. Y.
Gettler, Ferdinand C 8841 76th St., Woodhaven, N. Y.
Gibby, Marshall W 149 Beechwood Rd., Summit, N. J.
Goldman, Samuel 26 E. Burlington St., Bordentown, N. J.
Goldstein, Saul 6523 Woodland Ave.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Greene, Philip A 32 Center St., Oneonta, N. Y.
Guest, George H 2300 N. 29th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Heimer, Randle M 2404 N. 32nd St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Higgins, Chas. B Bernardsville, N. J.
Hillyer, Charles C 1863 Powell Place, Jacksonville, Fla.
Hochman, Herman R 2284 Grand Ave., N. Y. C.
Hudgins, Frank G, Jr 931 Jamestown Crescent, Norfolk, Va.
Hylander, George B 5212 Pentridge St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Johnson, Alberta 1411 Sevier Ave., Knoxville, Tenn.
Johnson, Edward H 227 Grove St., Montclair, N. J.
Johnson, George F 1080 E. 5th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Jones, Samuel B 96 Hillcroft Ave., Worcester, Mass.
Keefer, Edgar S., Jr 247 S. Prospect St., Hagerstown, Md.
Kennedy, Robert W 418 Hellerman St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Ejrby, William E 205 Wilson Ave., Rumford, R. I.
Korn, Elias 528 Ritner St., Phila., Pa.
Kowalski, Leon 5701 Malvern Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Kramm, Herman R 2115 W. Oxford St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Kuhn, Wilbur J 9312 Foster Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y-
Lally, Catherine P 54 Claremont Terrace, Swampscott, Mass.
Lessig, Philip 610 W. Roosevelt Blvd., Phila., Pa.
McClelland, Howard C Eicher Rd., Emsworth, Pa.
Mianeckj, Joseph S 58 James St., Bloomfield, N. J.
Miller, Murray E 69 North Jay St., Rome, N. Y.
Mills, Gerald R. F. D. No. 2, Sharon, Pa.
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( >-i i \. Edwin S Little Silver, N.J.
Parker, Harm W 15 < Iherry Si .. Lynn, Mass.
I'i rkins, Willi um S Ogunquit, M<
.
l'n \ ii. Milton G 165 S. Lake Ave. Troy, N. .1.
Prigger, W. Edw m<i) Pedricktown, N. -I.
Un.AM). Walter E 1280 Pacific St., Brooklyn, X. Y.
Roqot i . [sadore 2748 W. Allegheny Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Rosenberg, Jerome 2149 X. 30th St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
ROSSELL, FRAN! I- I 18 W. St], St.. X. V. C.
Schnoll, Martin M 8182 Westmonl St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Scott, Samuei Deposit, X. V.
Sellew, Robert II East Longmeadow, Ma".
Sktlling, Donald R L12 Union Ave. Old Orchard Beach, Me.
S\l DER, .JnsKl'll (' 2007 1 ] >I:i n< 1 Way. Overlirook. Pa.
Spanjer, Raymond F Sherman Hill. Morristown, X. J.
Standring, Thomas K 41 E. Graisbury St.. Audubon, X. J.
Stapholz, ha ore 481 E. 174tb St.. X. V. C.
Stai it i .ii. George E 7088 McCallum St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
St m i per, Willi \m S ?o:ss McCallum St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Thai. i E, Regin \i.i> W Saint Albans, Vt.
Thomas, Edmund 59 !>th Ave., Carbondale, Pa.
Toppa, Paul E !'l Aquidneck Ave., Newport, R. I.
Van Wart, Robert W 22 < !ross St.. Boston, .Mass.
Vinton. Roger 165S E. Main St.. Rochester, X. V.
Walling, Cor? II 138 Western Ave., Morristown, X. J.
Ward, Clifford 52 Greenfield St.. Brockton, Mass.
Warden, Robert M 387 Upper Mountain Ave. Upper Montclair, X. J.
W isnet, Victoria 8740 Dumbarton Rd., Detroit, Mich.
Wicks, Frederick 50 Awixa Ave. May Short. X. Y.
Wiegel, Robert 425 Easi Mill St., Alliance, Ohio
Wilcox, Roy 10 Drummond Ave., Carbondale, Pa.
Witthohn, Arthur II Franklin Ave., Pearl River, X. Y.
/ink. James G 734 Ormond Ave. Drexel Hill, Pa.
/i ki.um \n. A 5216 Pentridge Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE FRESHMEN
FRESHMAN CLASS
Abel, Fhanklin E 187 Stone Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
Ambler, Samuel Woodland Road, Cloverly, Abington, Pa.
Aveni, Dominic 2523 East 127th St., Cleveland, Ohio
Barnes, Robert 1035 West 6th St., Plainfield, N. J.
Barrows, Meroyn 30 Oak Avenue, Carbonda'e, Pa.
Battaglino, Charles 930 Gillies St., N. Bergen, N. J.
Bellew, H. Paul 3343 North 15th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Bodin, Colin 165 Arnold Ave., Edgewood R. I.
Bretts, Philip 4953 North 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Brown, Samuel 101 Cresswell St., Ridley Park Pa.
Bunting, Arthur 75 Barnstable St., Swampscott, Mass.
Cable, William 40 Spring St., Danbury, Conn.
Campbell, Katherine 1328 South Wilton St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Carney, William Bridgeport, N. J.
Chapin, Ross E 122 High St., Reading, Mass.
Chase, Josephine Hotel Lennox, Boston, Mass.
Chidester, Eleanor 4738 Darrow St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Cohen, Eli 642 Third Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Cook, Ruth 30 Race St., Bloomfield, N. J.
Curran, Joseph 54 Eighth Avenue, Carbondale, Pa.
Davenport, Harrie, Jr Framingham, Mass.
Davis, Malcolm 97 South Church St., Carbondale, Pa.
Deming, Gay 134 Tulip St., Summit, N. J.
Dickinson, Benjamin 134 Laurel Ave., Ben Avon, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dunlevy, Anna Mae 919 West Huntington St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Eisenhut, LeMar F 5806 North Marshall St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Evans, George G 347 Margate Road, Bywood, Upper Darby, Pa.
Friedman, George 2438 North Dover St., Phila., Pa.
Frisco, Frederick M 1460 Whalen Ave., New Haven, Conn.
Furey, William J 5604 Willows Ave., Phila., Pa.
Gibbs, Donald S Addington Palace, Addington Park, Surrey, England
Gillinder F. Robert 27 South Glenwood St., Allentown, Pa.'
Gordon, Edward V Main St., Kingfield, Maine
Green, David 660 North Gratz St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Haines, Herbert W 83 North Main St., Medford, N. J.
Hiesman, Samuel D 5224 Heston St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hotham, James M 3486 Main St., Stamford, Conn.
Hughes, Joseph E Chester Springs, Pa.
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.1 imeson, Ri< ii \ud M 410 Richards Ave., Portsmouth, N. II.
Jones, Kari 128 Victoria Place, Syracuse, X. Y.
Laidman, Herbert 115 Valley Road, Glen Hock, N. J.
I.wii \. M \m wo 674 44th St., Brooklyn, X. V.
Lebengood, Spencer 63 North State Road, Upper Darby, Pa.
Lebow, Jacob 3400 "F" St., Phila., Pa.
Km \. Theodore (' !)7 Eriold H« >:n I . Clementon, X. .1.
l.n.i.K. M \m 1207 Easl Falls Si.. Niagara Palls, X. Y.
Mm iejewski, Henry U\-l South Van Buren St.. Wilmington, Del.
Marzullo, Ferdinand '2.'!:!!) Prospecl Ave, Bronx, X. Y.
McBriety, Marion Salisbury, Maryland
M< Mains. E. Ramsay ">7:u; Ridgedale Road Baltimore, Mil.
Morresy, -l"ii\ (' .sos Liberty St., Long Branch, X. .1.
Norton, Marian J 1 Summit St.. Whitinsville, Mass.
Osborn, Harold M Butler, HI.
Patchell, Sarah Media, Pa., R. D. 2
Pierce, Ki>\\ \m> Emlenton, R. I). 2, Pa.
R winn. Wilfred 8280 Marion Road, Philadelphia, Pa.
Reeder, ( 'ii miles E Troy. Kansas
Salerno, Carmen 44."> South Hh St., Camden, N. J.
Scehowski, Joseph 1041 Liberty St., ( 'mux leu, X. J.
Shlanta, Olga :$ Hillcrest Drive, Olyphant, Pa.
Sharpe, Ruth E 1."):! Holden St., Worcester, Mass.
Sin ii. Willi \\i E 205 Madison Ave., Atlantic City, X. J.
Simon, Lot ts 327 North 9th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Soden, Willi \\i C 528 E. Washington Ave, Philadelphia, Pa.
Speer, Reed k2!> South Grandview Ave. ( ration. Pa.
Stein, Harry :5(H? Diamond Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Sullivan, Edward !»•"> Nilan St.. Hartford, Conn.
Tanenbaum, William 4:54 South .*).">th St., Philadelphia, I 'a.
Tra< r, Marian 502] 244th St., Douglaston, L. I.
Ulbrich, Albert P 1065 East Broad St., Westfield, X. J.
Vergara, Antonio U Manila. I'. L
V win u M \HK II. J 68 Washington Ave. Rutherford, X. .1.
Walsh, John C 3618 Fisk Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.
Whinney, Robert A 70:5.5 Torresdale Ave. Philadelphia, I'a.
Yoi n>:. I) win (;.. II R. F. D. 8, Lancaster, Pa.
7. lehringer, Herm w I' 153 Argonne Drive, Kenmore, X. \ .
Zecca, Ralph M 1540 South LSth St., Philadelphia, I'a.
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PRE-OSTEOPATHIC SCHOOL
THE Pre-Osteopathic school is established as a distinct
and separate unit of the institution, superseding the pre-
vious identity of "a pre-osteopathic science course."
The curriculum of the school has been broadened so as to in-
clude some of the cultural subjects so essential to a physi-
cian's education. AVhile the subjects offered in the Pre-
Osteopathic School are presented in much the same way as
they are in other colleges and universities, yet special atten-
tion is given to parts of the sciences relating primarily to the
study of osteopathy, and an osteopathic perspective and
viewpoint is stressed throughout. The advantages of taking
the required College preliminary work in an osteopathic at-
mosphere are self-evident. The environmental factor, inti-
mate association with osteopathic students, observance of the
customs of a modern osteopathic college, its clinics, and its
hospital, with their fine appointments and facilities, afford
incalculable benefits. Students of the Pre-Osteopathic
School are not permitted to enroll in any of the subjects of the
professional school.
Edgar 0. Holden, A.B., D.O.
Russell C. Erb, B.S., M.S. in Chem.
Edward A. Green, A.B., D.O.
. Dean
Chairman
Registrar
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PRE-OSTEOPATHIC DIRECTORY
Avery, S. Donald 6112 Musgrave St., Gtn., Philadelphia, Pa.
Berman, Nathan 5719 Woodcrest Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Betts, George P 180 High St., Portland, Me.
Boal, Eleanor E 518 E. Durham St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Bricker, Wm. H 325 Hinckley Ave., Ridley Park, Pa,
Bush, Clifford 703 Scott St., Stroudsburg, Pa,
Buswell, Wilberta Lumberton, N. J.
Diamond, Richard G 4901 Longshore St., Philadelphia, Pa,
Doyle, Robert D 5046 Erringer St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Harkness, Stuart F 1831 Locust St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hexter, Jack A 705 Hirst Ave., Penfield, Pa,
Isenberg, Doris J 5012 Chancellor St., Phila., Pa.
Juni, Raymond B 4104 Raylor Ave., Drexel Hill, Pa,
Kerr, Harry N 7403 Fayette St., Philadelphia, Pa,
Kessler, Sol 4053 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Lubin, Simon 4618 " C " St., Philadelphia, Pa.
McClintock, Clifford W 405 W. Durham Rd., Philadelphia, Pa,
Myers, Chas. L 1248 S. 28th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Norton, Chas. R 770 St. Nicholas Ave., N. Y. C.
Pencek, Ronald F 200 Greenbush St., Scranton, Pa.
Prudenti, Josephine M 447 MacDade Blvd., Collingdale, Pa.
Powell, James R 3 Swarthmore Place, Swarthmore, Pa.
Reilly, Joseph B 3402 N. 17th St., Philadelphia, Pa,
Rogers, Arthur E 208 S. "Whitney St., Hartford, Conn.
Seibert, Ormond D 51 St. Paul's Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Smith, Philip A R. F. D. No. 7, York, Pa,'
Ulsh, Alvin A 243 E. 3rd St., Lewistown, Pa.
Waldman, Mary J 227 W. Plumstead Ave., Lansdowne, Pa.
Weeks, Allen W Province Lake, N. H.
Woolridge, Paul F 1010 Boulevard June, Altoona, Pa.
Yohe, Donald 1725 Deny St., Harrisburg, Pa.
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GRADUATION 1933
JUNE 3, 1933
(I) Dean Edgar <> Holden presented with diamond -t ik)<1<'< I watch by Dr. Arnold C. Brown, President of the Class of 'S3.
Lefl to right: Dr. Arthur M. Flack, lr.. recipient of the Alumni Gold Medal, presented to outstanding student; Dr. J, Earnesl
Leuzinger, newly elected president of the Alumni Association; Dr. Arnold C. Brown, Dean Edgar 0. Holden.
(i) Left lo right: Dr. ('. Hurl Evans, Treasurer of I lie Pennsylvania Osteopathic Association; Honorable Grover C. Talbot,
Speaker of the House <>f Representatives of Pennsylvania, who delivered the principal address at the Alumni Association
Banquet; Dr. Ralph L Pisher, President of the Pennsylvania Osteopathic Association; Dr. .lames J. Ilctfcrnan, Chairman
of the Committee on Public Health and Sanitation.
(:!) An oil painting of Dean Edgar <>. Holden. presented in behalf of the ( llass of '23, by Dr. George S. Van Riper, President
of the Class. The portrait is in the College Library.
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FOUNDERS' DAY
Reading from left to right: Dr. C. D. B. Balbirnie, The Portrait of Dr. 0. J. Snvder presented to the college, Dr. Arthur
M. Flack
JANUARY 27, 1934
Saturday morning, January 27th, 1934, the thirty-fifth anniversary of the founding of the
Philadelphia College of Osteopathy, which became incorporated on January 27, 1899, by Drs. O. J.
Snyder and Mason W. Presley, was held.
The founders after many years of patient and consistent teaching, were able to visualize and
finally realize the new site at the Northeast Corner of Forty-eighth and Spruce Streets.
Dr. O. J. Snyder, a founder of the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy, was singularly honored
by the entire profession, faculty, and students, with an oil painting of him being presented to the
College in appreciation of many years of sacrifice, help, and professional interest in the growth of
Osteopathy. This portrait now hangs in the College Library.
The Board of Directors, through Dean Edgar 0. Holden, also honored Dr. C. D. B. Balbirnie,
Secretary of the Board of Directors and Professor of Therapeutics, with an honorary degree of
Master of Science, together with Dr. Arthur M. Flack, Professor of Neurology and former Dean of
the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy, with a Master of Science Degree.
Both men have contributed a great portion of their lives in the advancement of osteopathic
education and its principles. Today they can look back and visualize the tremendous growth that
osteopathy has made indirectly through their efforts and patience.
Dr. Ross Stover, Pastor of the Messiah Church and well known to radio listeners because of
his weekly broadcast over Station WLIT, was the principal speaker of the day.
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N,.e for* « ^^ irrten nnJ ,, f f wrpuf ttQfl
brUltl
. ,
fi j. ftajdtr.
renin fulfilled with the $1,000,000 Philadelphia College of Osteopathy
THE FACULTY'S PART IN OSTEOPATHIC ORGANIZATIONS
I)k. O. J. Sxyiik.h I'ast President, A. < ). A.: Recipient of
Honorary Degree I >.Sc.. Philadelphia ( 'ollegc of ( tstenpathy;
Past President, Pennsylvania State Board Osteopathic
Examiners.
Dn. Edgar 0. Holden, Dean- Chairman, A. 0. A. Bureau of
Hospitals; Pennsylvania Representative. House of Dele-
gates, A. (). A., Milwaukee Convention; I'ast Secretary.
Associated Colleges A. O. A.
Dr. Edward A. Green, Registrar Secretary, A. 0. A.
Associated Colleges.
Dr. CHARLES J, Mittaht—Executive Board. I'ennsylvania
Osteopathic Association; I'ast President, County Society,
Dr. D. S. I!. Pennock —Member Pennsylvania Osteopathic
Surgeons Examining Board.
Dr. Arthur M. Plack—Former member Associated Colleges
Board.
Dr. William S. Nichol—Executive Board. Pennsylvania
I Osteopathic Association.
The Late Dr. J. l\ vn Di n r Trustee. A 0. A.
Dr. E. G. Drew—Memher I'ennsylvania Osteopathie Snr-
geons Examining Board; Past President, American College
of Osteopathic Surgeons.
Dr. Peter H. BreaRLET—Past President Philadelphia
County Society.
D. H. Willard Stkrrktt—Pennsylvania Representative
House of Delegates, A. O. A. Milwaukee Convention;
Committee on Practical Uses of Moving Pictures.
(This list may not lie complete in every detail)
Dr. Wm. O. Calbrkatii—Past Chairman. Advisory Board.
Pennsylvania College of Osteopathy.
Dr. II. Walter Evans—Associate Editor. The Osteopathic
Profession.
I>|(. C. D. B. Baldirnie—Past President, Philadelphia
County Society.
Dr. Ralph I.. Fisi iikr— President, Pennsylvania Osteopathic
Association; Pennsylvania Representative, House of Dele-
gates, A. 0. A., Milwaukee Convention
Dr. Frederick A. I.on<;— Executive Chairman. 1 !):!(> National
( Convention.
Dr. ('. Haddon Soden— A. (). A. Committee Nomenclature
and Technique.
I)|<. Hkorck S. Riitiimkykr A. O. A. Coiim i i I tee on Nomen-
clature and Technique.
Dr. J. Francis Smith—A. O. A. Section Chairman, Neur-
ology.
Dr. Marion Dick—A. (). A. Section Chairman, Physical
Therapy.
Dr. I'm I. T. LLOYD— Pennsylvania Representative. House of
Delegates. A. O. A.. Milwaukee Convention.
Dr. J. Ernest Ledztnoer—President, Alumni Association,
Pennsylvania College of Osteopathy.
Dr. Otterbein DrESSLER—Member Public Relations Com-
mittee, Pennsylvania Osteopathic Association.
Dr. Rith E. Tinley— Associate Editor. Tin- Oxtmimlhir I'm-
fession.
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OSTEOPATHIC FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES
AT P. C. O.
T
Fraternity Chapter
KAPPA PS1 DELTA Beta
Established 1908
IOTA TAU SIGMA Delta
Established 1909
l'HI SIGMA GAMMA Zeta
Established 1911
AXIS CLUB Mastoid
Established 1919
THETA PS] Gamma
Established 1923
\ II.AS CLUB Styloid
Established 1 924
LAMBDA OMICRON GAMMA Caduceus
Established 1924
In order of Establishment
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Standing: Pohlig, Becker. Seated: Finn, Lumsden, Witthohn, M. Bailey, Green.
Edward Witthohn, President
Jeannette Lumsden, Vice-President Martha M. Bailey, Secretary
INTER-FRATERNITY-SORORITY COUNCIL
TO PRESERVE harmony among the fraternal organizations of the college, to direct
rushing and pledging, and to consider problems of common interest to these
organizations, are the duties of the Inter-Eraternity-Sorority Council.
Membership is composed of one representative from each fraternity and sorority,
and a faculty representative through which a faculty governing board announces the
eligibility of those students proposed for membership.
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KAPPA PSI DELTA
BETA (II VPTER
Established November 7. 1908
SORORES IN FACULTATE
Sarah W. Rupp, D. 0. Jean Sheperla, D. <>.
Marion Dick, I). O.
Helen < lonway, IX ().
Ali.-.- Bowden, I). 0.
Elizabeth Keitsch, D. 0.
Beatrice Kralz. 1). 0.
Blanche ('. Allen
Hazel Andrew-.
Adele Antry
Helen Ellis
SORORES IN COLLEGIO
< hiss of 1935
Mildred Boivie
Elizabeth Carlin
Ida C Selimidt
Jeannette Lnmsden
(lass of 1986
Naomi Dayton
Class of 1937— Pledges
Anna May Dwnlevy Olga Seldanta
Marion Norton Marian Tracy
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Standing: Dunlevy, Schlanta, Tracy, Ellis, Norton. Seated: Schmidt, Andrews, Carlin, Lumsden
Allen, Antry, Dayton.
ROLL OF CHAPTERS
Alpha Chapter Los Angeles, Calif.
Beta Chapter Philadelphia, Penna.
Gamma Chapter Chicago, 111.
Delta Chapter Des Moines, Iowa
Epsilon Chapter Kirksville
:
Mo.
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AXIS CLUB
MASTOID CHAPTER
Established 1919
SORORES IN FACULTATE
Ruth Elizabeth Tinley, D.O.
Paula M. Elias, D.O.
Phyllis W. Holden, D.O.
Rebecca Lippincol I. D.O.
Charlesanna Coles, l><>.
Lucille Lumsden, D.O.
Karleen Nash, D.O.
Emily B. Nicholl, D.O.
SORORES IN COLLEGIO
Class of 1934
Martha Bailey Ruth Jones
Mary E. Bailey Mayola Knox
Aline Swill
Class nf 1985
Dorothy Cell Edith [ncababian
Elizabeth Peck
Class of 1936
Annette Albert Alberta Johnson
Victoria Wasney
Class of 1937- Pledges
[Catherine Campbell Mary Lulick
Josephine Chase Sarah Patchell
Ruth Sharpe
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Top Row: Campbell, Chase, Patchell. Center Row: Swift, Sharpe, Lulick, Johnson, Wasney, Albert.
First Row: M. E. Bailey, Peek, Incababian, M. M. Bailey, Cell, Jones, Knox.
ROLL OF CHAPTERS
Odontoid Chapter Kirksville, Mo.
Htoid Chapter Chicago, 111.
Sphenoid Chapter Des Moines, Iowa
Mastoid Chapter Philadelphia, Pa.
Arachnoid Chapter Boston, Mass.
Ethmoid Chapter Los Angeles, Calif.
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IOTA TAU SIGMA
Founded May .'/.
DELTA CHAPTER
Established, 1909
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Edward G. Drew, D.O.
William S. Nicholl, 1>.<>.
II. Willard Sterrett, D.O.
II. Walter Evans, D.O.
^ illiam ( Ihampion, D.O.
Edward A. Green, A.B., D.O.
E. o. Holden, A. I?.. D.O.
Joseph F. I'y. D.O.
Leo ('. Wagner, D.O.
Harmon V. Kiser, D.O.
William S. Spaeth, D.O.
Karnig Tomajan, I >.< •.
II. Mehlan Gehman, D.O.
('. I). B. Balbirnie, Ph.G.,
D.O., M.Sc. (Ost.)
W. Otis Galbreath, D.O.
Francis J. Smith, D.O.
Earl II. Gedney, 1>.<>.
R. ( '. Ammerman, 1 ).< ).
Donald K. Acton, D.O.
Roberl W. Barret!
John II. Beckman
Lloyd ( '. Craver
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Class of 1934
Wm. E. Gallagher
Stanley M. < ruise
Leo L. Marl in
Ernest F. Ruzicka
Stephen D. Walker
II. Clifford Wilson
Vincenl 1). Alvarez
('. Howard Black
Gilmore II. Chisholn
Henry M. Frev
Class of 1935
Kelson D. King
John L. McCorkle
Edward S. Smil li
Roberl P. Southard
i i >i .:• K I Dmaj in
Warren J. E. Tucker
Edward Witthohn
\\ illiam I )onahue, Pledge
II. Earle Beasley
< lharles B. Higgins
Charles < '. I [illyer
Frank C. Hudgins
Class of 1936
( Jeoi ge W. Hylander
Samuel B. Jones
\\ illiam E. Kirby
Kenneth Ryland
Raymond Spanger
Reginald \\
.
Teague
Robert M. Warden
Arthur II. Witthohn
W. Scot! Perkins, Pledge
Donald Gibbs
James I [o1 ham
Joseph .Hughes
Richard Jameson
Class of /.'';; Pledges
Spencer Lebengood
Henry Maciejewski
Wilfred Rambo
Reed Speer
William Soden
Edward Sullivan
Joseph Walsh
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Top Row: Soden, Lebengood, Hughes, Speer, Sullivan, Hotham, Maciejewski, Gibbs. Third Row: Hud-
gins, Perkins, Teague, Beasley, Jones, A. Witthohn, Rambo, Jamieson. Second Row: Higgins, Frey,
Tomajan, MeCorkle, Tucker, Black, Warden, Riland, Kirbv. Front Row: Chisholm. Southard.'Kinc,
Smith, Barrett, E. Witthohn, Alvarez.
ROLL OF CHAPTERS
Alpha Chapter Kirksville, Mo.
Beta Chapter Des Moines, la.
Gamma Chapter
. Los Angeles, Cal.
Delta Chapter Philadelphia, Pa.
Epsilox Chapter Boston, Mass.
Zeta Chapter Chicago, 111.
Eta Chapter Kansas City, Mo.
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PHI SIGMA GAMMA
PRATRES IN
K<lw iu II. < Iressman, I ).0.
Ralph Fischer, D.O.
Arthur M. Plack, D.O.
Paul T. Lloyd, D.O.
Ernes) Leuzinger, D.O.
Frederick A. Long, D.O.
I [enry ' . Hessdorfer, D.O.
John J. McHenry, I>.<).
David S. I?. Pennock, D.O., M.D.
George S. Rothmeyer, D.O.
('. Haddon Soden, D.O.
F. Carlton Street, D.O.
William Ellis, D.O.
Enrique Vergara, D.O.
FACULTATE
William Daiber, D.O.
Harold Lyman, D.O.
Wilbur P. I. Hi/. D.O.
Win. C. Weisbecker, D.O.
Guj W. Merryman, I ).().. U.S.
Lester R. Mellot, D.O.
Roberl C. McDaniel, D.O.
Tolberl Si ruse. D.O.
Joseph L. Root, III. I><>.
Ignatius L. McCormick, D.< *.
James A. Frazer, D.O.
Herbert V. Durkee, D.O.
Angus Cathie, D.O.
Earl F. Riceman, D.O.
Clarence E. Baldwii
Don W. Bears
M. ( arl Frey
Harrison 1 1 . ( lerow
Henry N. Hillard
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Class of 1934
William L. Hitchcock
Ernest L. Markey
l'.< 1 w iii E. Morse
Theodore Newman
William Pohlig
Fori unato Sinagra
Harry Street
John Allen Sweet
Roderick Urquhart
1-'.. Roberl Bachman
( lenient W. Eddy
Class of i '>.;:,
William Lodge
Roberl Powell
Jack Lalli
Roscoe Thome
Galen Young
Thomas < . Brady
1 larrv E. Hinder
Class of 1936
Floyd I'',. Dunn
Rudolph Fritzsche
Kenneth Standing
Milton (i. Pratl
Roberl II. Sellew
William Furcv
Class of 1937 Pledges
Homer \anderinark
David Young
Thomas Joh list on
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Top Row: Bears, Pratt, Furey, G. Young, Baldwin. Third Row: Markey, Sinagra, Bachman, Powell,
D. Young, Thome. Second Row: W. Lodge, Street, Hillard, Sweet, Fritzsche, Van Der Mark, Lalli.
Seated: Urquhart, Morse, Eddy, Xewman, Pohlig, Frey, Sellew, Hitchcock, Binder Staudring, Dunn.
ROLL OF CHAPTERS
Alpha Chapter Kirksville, Mo.
Beta Chapter Los Angeles, Cal.
Gamma Chapter Chicago, 111.
Delta Chapter Des Moines, la.
Epsilon Chapter Kansas City, Mo.
Eta Chapter Boston, Mass.
Zeta Chapter Philadelphia, Pa.
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THETA PSI
Founded May, 190&
GAMMA CHAPTEB
Established November 17, 1928
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Francis E. ( rruber, D.O.
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
( lass of 1934
Floyd (". Bosharl
- 1 * 1 n E. < 'ooker
Frank L. Costello
John II. Finn
Elwin C. Hall
Kirk L. Hillard
William I). Bilton
Horatio N. II. Irwin
Gerard M. Miller
Irving S. ( >gden
Lawrence ( '. Hall
Class of 1985
Frank M. Lindley Arthur II. Newman
Class of 1986
Morris F. Bcal Edwin S. ( )>len
Class of 1987
Colin C. Bodin
Pledges
Frank E. Ahel
Mervvn Harrows
Malcolm Davis
Mark S. Lytel
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Back Row: Miller, Davis, Osten, Bosart, Boden, Lytle, Newman. Second Row: Barrows, L. Hall,
Abel, Irwin, Cooker, Walling. Seated: Finn, Beal, Lindley, Ogden, Hilton, Hilliard, Costello.
ROLL OF CHAPTERS
Alpha Chapter Kirksville, Mo.
Beta Chapter Chicago, 111.
Gamma Chapter Philadelphia, Pa.
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ATLAS CLUB
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STYLOID CHAPTER
Founded at KirksvMe, .)/->.. t89S Established, i:>.",
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
1). S. B. Pennock, M.D.. D.O. Otterbein Dressier, I>.<>.
Charles Muttart, D.O. Ralph B. Secor, A.M.. D.O.
.!. F. Smith, D.O. James Eaton, D.O.
D. E. Stombaugh, D.O.
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
C. Markel Becker
Donald < !ann
( >ordon Hornbeck
Class of 1984
George Nikola
Stewart Smith
Stephen Szalay
Joseph Walker
Kenneth Wheeler
Glen Cole
Charles Burrows, Jr.
Class of 1985
Theodore Heinemeyer
Lester Gary
I >eane Rowe
Jack Wilson
Elton Alheck
Thomas Fleming
( ieorge ( ruesl
Edgar Keefer
Class of 1936
Robert Kennedy, Jr.
Murray Miller
Gerald Mills
Donald Skilling
Frederick Wicks
Joseph Snyder
Robert Van War!
Roger Vinton
Clifford Ward
William Cable
Many Davenport
( 'lass of 1987— Pledges
Herbert Haines
Carl Jones
Herbert Laidman
E. Ramsay McMains
Andrew Smvtlie
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Top Row: Cann, Cable, Haines, Rowe, Andrews, Van Wart, Davenport, Jones. Third Rowr : Guest,
Atkins, Smythe, Laidman, Skilling, Miller, Ward, Albeck. Second Row: Heinemeyer, Burrows, Winn,
Gary, Kennedy, Hemming, Keefer, Wicks, Mills. Seated: Wilson, Hornbeek, Nikola, Smith, Becker,
Cole, Walker, Szalay, Wheeler.
ROLL OF CHAPTERS
Axis Chapter Kirksville, Mo.
Hyoid Chapter Chicago, 111.
Mastoid Chapter Kansas City, Mo.
Xiphoid Chapter Des Moines, la.
Cricoid Chapter . Los Angeles, Calif.
Styloid Chapter Philadelphia. Pa.
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LAMBDA OMICRON GAMMA
CADUCEUS CHAPTER
Established November I". i '.>.•',
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Julius Apatoff, D.O. Herman Kohn, D.O.
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Class of 1934
Sidney Ailclman
Alexander N. Beck
Michael Blackstone
Simon ( rreen
Louis Selisker
.Inlins Sobel
I 'las
Harry Bonier
Mitchell Brodkin
Louis ( ioldberg
Jacob Lebow
,f WS5
Abraham Levin
Hurry l.evinc
Max Piatt
Edward Weiss
Louis Brenner
H. Jay Chivian
Robert Ehrlich
Victor Fisher
Harry Ilacknian
Phillip Bretts
Eli < !oh« n
David (in en
Samuel Heisman
Class of 1936
Herman Kramm
Phillip Lessig
Harry Parker
Irving Ragone
Jerome Koss
Irving Stapliolz
Joseph Mayers
William Shub
Harry Stein
\\ illiam Tannenbaum
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Top Row: Stapholtz, Parker, Bonier, H. Levine, Goldberg, Kram, Brenner. Third Row: Bretts, Ragone,
Stein, D. Green, A. Levin, Mayers, Cohen, Heisman. Second Row: Tannenbaum, Chivian, Hackman,
Fisher, Rosenberg, Shub, Weiss, Lessig, Seated: Sobel, Beck, Ehrlich, Brodkin, S. Green, Piatt. Dr.
Apatoff, Adelman, Selisker.
ROLL OF CHAPTERS
Caducetts Chapter
Astra Chapter . . . .
Mandibular Chapter
Philadelphia, Pa.
Los Angeles, Calif.
.
Des Moines, la.
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F,RATERNITIES are logical and natural institutions which
have grown up to meet a very natural and human need in
every young person, the need of comrades, of fellowship.
The idea of fraternal association is as old as the race. We find
examples in all tribal councils of wandering peoples, in the
Lyceum of Athens, and in the pupils who gathered about
Socrates and Plato for the benefit of mutual knowledge and
association.
At P. C. O. as in other colleges the Fraternities and Sorori-
ties play an important part in cementing friendships which
last, not only while the individuals remain in college, but
long after they have become alumni. This feature of fraternal
life is especially gratifying to those who come to college
seeking lasting friendships as well as knowledge. Fraternity
men and Sorority women are also encouraged by their organi-
zations to join in the many extra-curricular activities which are
both educational and cultural. Contacts with older mem-
bers of the fraternity as well as contemporary members do
much to develop character.
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Standing: Evans, Hughes, Osborne. Seated: Cole, Becker, Griese, Hitchcock, Miller.
C. Markel Becker, '34
William Hitchcock, '34
Stanley Griese, '34, President
Joseph Snyder, '36, Secretary
Glen Cole, '35
David Evans, '35
Murray Miller, '36
Joseph Hughes, '37
Harold Osborne, '37
STUDENT COUNCIL
THROUGH the Student Council, problems of student interest are brought before the
college administration for consideration and discussion. In this way an efficient
and worthwhile relationship between the student body and the administration is
maintained, and a harmonious program is promoted.
The Council is composed of nine members, the president and a representative from
each of the upper four classes of the College proper, and a ninth member, elected by
popular vote of the entire Student Body, who serves as President of the Council. The
President must be a member of the fourth year class. Regular meetings are held
throughout the year, at which time appropriate topics are discussed.
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M. Bailey, Nikola. Barrett.
George Nikola, /v, Mi „•
Robert Barrett, Vice-President Martha M. Bailey, Secretary
NEURONE SOCIETY
EVER^ student in tlie college is ;i member of the Neurone Society. It is a scientific
and social organization of the student body of the college. Its organization took
plan' February -2+. 1902. The declared objects of the society comprise the develop-
ment of Osteopathic organization, the promotion of interesl in scientific subjects and
the establishment of good fellowship among students. Monthly meetings arc hold in
the College and various Osteopathic and general topics are discussed. The expenses
incidental ti> social programs are defrayed from the Student Activity Fee. Neurone
develops a spirit of camaraderie, and the fixation of that memory which brings the
"old grad" home again, lime after time, to look the place over and marvel at her
progress.
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Nikola, Becker, Frey, Barrett, Griese.
M. Carl Fret, President
Robert Barrett, Vice-President
C. Markel Becker John H. Finn, Jr.
Henrv H. Hillard
George Xikola. Secretary
Stanley Griese
SENIOR NEO HONORARY SOCIETY
THE Xeo Senior Honorary Society was founded at the Philadelphia College of Osteo-
pathy in 19'24, by ten members of the class of '25. The purpose of this society is to
promote student activities, interest in athletics, and good fellowship among the
students and with the profession at large. The members are elected on the basis of
extra-curricular endeavor and personal concern in the active phases of student life.
At the Junior Prom held each spring, keys are awarded to those members of the Junior
Class who have most effectively maintained and promoted outside the classroom the
fine spirit so essential to student life, in the estimation of the society.
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SIGMA ALPHA OMICRON
THIS i- the non-secrel honorary Fraternity of the College, and was es-
tablished eight years ago. To be eligible For membership the -indent
musl maintain ;i general average of 90 during each of the firsl three and
a half years of his professional study. Attendance of 90 per cent of all classes
i- required. The Sigma Alpha Omicron has done much to promote high
scholasl ic achievemenl
.
From an eligibility li-t based on 1 1 n -~< factors, selections are made by a
Faculty Committee on Membership. The complete roll call of the Fra-
ternity Follows:
Clas3 of 1985
Charles W. Cattaneo Alexander Levitt Solomon E. Ybder
Wilbur P. Lutz
[rma Amanda I >avis
Marion A. Dick
Henry S. Lieberl
.lame- M. Baton
Beatrice Blawis
Class of 1986
Joseph Francis Py
Samuel ( ietlen
Class of 1981
W llliaii! A. Kel Her
II. Mahlon ( rehman
Class of 1988
Gladys Smiley
Anna M inerva Sieder:
George S. Roi hmeyer
I ). ( reorge Nelis
William F. Daiber
Lester I!. Mellott
Henrietta Peterson
Class of 1989
Robert Chase McDaniels S. Gilbert Corwin
< lass of 1980
Karnig Tomajan Lillian Barton Scotl
X. Merlon Fybish
Class of 1981
Edward R. Thieler, Jr. Norman W. Warburton Raymond H. Rickards
B. T. Bailey Flack
Class of 1988
John II. Eimerbrink Stanley II. Howe
EdwardS. Prescott Eugene James Casey
Harry Monroe Leonard Harry II. Davis
(). Lamson Beach
Class of 1933
Arllmr M. Flack Wayne V. Ramsay
Robert A. Steele Arnold ('. Brown
R. rt ( '. Warner
James Travis Berry
( 'liarle-anna B. ( 'oles
Frank A. Beidler
Louis R. Farley
Kenneth A. Scott
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Standing: Finn, Sinagra, Schubert, Newman, Frev, Morse, Hitchcock, Green. Seated: Street, Wheeler,
M. Bailey, Becker, M. E. Bailey, Dr. Drew, Sweet.
C. Market. Becker, President
Charles Dickerman, Vice-President Martha Bailey, Secretary
Simon Green Carl Frey Fortunato Sinagra Harry Street
William Hitchcock Theodore Newman John Finn Mary Elizabeth Bailey
Edwin Morse Melvin J. Schubert John Sweet Kenneth Wheeler
E. G. DREW OBSTETRICAL AND GYNECOLOGICAL SOCIETY
UNDER the direction and guidance of Dr. Edward G. Drew in 1925, this society was
inaugurated for the purpose of furthering a knowledge of two closely allied and
highly important branches of the healing art, Obstetrics and Gynecology.
Obstetrical treatises, prepared by the members, are read at the closed meetings,
with several instructive lectures and presentations by visiting lecturers at the open
meetings. The hearty cooperation of members of the faculty have made possible
demonstrations of real value. Election to this society is based on interest, ability and
the acceptance of theses submitted during the second semester of the Junior year. With
a continuation of the activities already present in this society, it should become an in-
creasing force in the advancement of these all-important phases—Obstetrics
and Gynecology.
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Standing: Schubert, Szalay, Professor Krl> Seated: < '.>i.W.r. M. Bailey, Wheeler, Ruzicka, I'rofessor
Stoertz, Becker, Newman.
I'.KM St Id ZI< K \. /'
Donald Cans. Vice-President Kenneth Wheeler, Secretary
I acuity Adi
Professok III — i it C. Kim Propessob Howard Stoertz
Honorary Member -ENRIQUE (1. Vergara
.
li-tii i Mi mbers
Ernest I.. Woods C. Market Becker John E. Cooker Ida ('. Schmidt
Melvin J. Schubert Kenneth Wheeler Donald S. Conn tirurne K. 'I'mnajan
Martha M. Bailey Stephen Szalay Harry V. Mintzer Galen S. Young
John Beckman Ernest Ruzicka C. Parker Orr Lewis M. Yuoiiiger
Theodore Newman William S. I'reseott
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY SOCIETY
THE Class of 1980 first formed a group for the purpose of doing original research to
advance the relationship of Physiological Chemistry to Osteopathic Principles.
Out of this group sprang this society. The basis of election to the society is an aver-
age of at least ninety during the Freshman and Sophomore years of Chemistry, and,
in addition, a personal record of interest in research in the chemical field which is
acceptable to the society. In addition. Associate Members may affiliate themselves
with the society, hut do not attend the closed and business meetings of the group.
Under the able direction of Profs. Erb and Stoertz, and with capable outside speakers,
the society has done much in Chemical Research.
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Standing: Cooker, Poglisch, Boshart, Newman, Sobel, Hall. Seated: Freeman, Finn, Schubert, Dr. F.
J. Smith, Dr. Dick, M. Bailey, Kramer.
Lawrence Hall
Martha Bailey
Melvin J. Schubert, President
John Finn, Vice-President John Cooker, Secretary
Morris Kramer, Treasurer
Frank Poglitsch
Flovd Boshart
Julius Sobel
Theodore Newman
Sylvester Freeman
Clifford Wilson
J. FRANCIS SMITH NEUROLOGICAL SOCIETY
THIS society was founded for the purpose of stimulating the interest of the student
and to foster research in the application of the Osteopathic concept as applied to the
various phases of Neurology. Through this medium, an abundance of clinical material
is presented from which the members gain practical knowledge. Some open meetings
are held, chief among which was the presentation of Dr. A. G. Hildreth, Dr. J. Francis
Smith and Prof. Russell Erb on March 6.
The membership is limited to twelve students who are chosen each year from the
Junior Class on the basis of their interest in the work and a submitted thesis.
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Schubert, Dr. Lute, Newman, Dr. Dressier, Wheeler, Pohlig.
Honorary Members
Dr. liulpl. L. Fischer Dr. Paul T. Lloyd Dr. Wilbur P. Lute Dr Otterbein Dressier
Theodore Newman, President
William A. Pohlig Melvin .1. Schubert Kei < 1 • Wheeler
Russell Beck J. Marshall Hoag
CARDIO-VASCULAR SOCIETY
FEBRUARY 28, 1931, marked the founding of lliis organization which was formed
for tin- purpose of stimulating the interest in the subjects under consideration and to
give its members an intensive study of clinical subject matter in general. The Clinical
advisory hoard consists of Drs. Fischer. Lloyd and Lutz. The membership is limited
to six Seniors and but one officer i> elected. Before receiving the key of the society,
each member is presented with a clinical case on which he will be required to elicit all
physical signs, give a diagnosis and differentia] diagnosis, prognosis and treatment
suggest ions.
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ORGANIZATIONS
Standing: A. Beck, Sobel, Xewman, Miller, Hilliard, Pohlig, Morse, Cooker. Front: Finn, Barrett, D avis
Urquhart, Dr. Rothmeyer, Hoag, Hall.
Roderick Urquhart, President John Beckman, Vice-President
J. Marshall Hoag, Secretary Michael Blackstont;, Treasurer
Honorary Members
Dr. George S. Rothmeyer Dr. E. G. Drew Prof. Howard Stoertz Dr. Charles J. Muttart
Dr. Otterbein Dressier* Dr. Joseph Py Dr. D. S. B. Pennoek Dr. Paula M. Elias
J. Marshall Hoag
John Beckman
Alexander Beck
Vincent Alvarez
Roswell Bates
Mitchell Brodkin
Dr. Angus Cathie
Senior Members
Theodore Xewman Roderick Urquhart
Dr. Paul T. Llovd
John Cooker
Larry Hall
Robert Barrett
William Pohlig Edwin Morse
John H. Finn Kirk Jilliard
Junior Members-Elect
Louis Goldberg Paul Murphy M. Elizabeth Peck
John Lalli Arthur Xewman Warren Pratt
D. Deane Maxwell C. Parker Orr Ida Schmidt
Michael Blackstone
Julius Sobel
Girard Miller
Robert Southard
Edward Witthohn
Lewis Yuninger
THE GEORGE S. ROTHMEYER GASTROENTEROLOGICAL SOCIETY
THE Gastroenterological Society, although the most recent of the college societies,
has done much to promote further interest in the Clinical Diagnosis and the study of
the various diseases of the Gastro-Intestinal tract. This group was first formed in 1 93^2
,
under the direction of Dr. George S. Rothmeyer, Professor of Gastroenterology. This
Society is very active and has several open meetings to the college in addition to its
closed meetings. An annual dance is also held bv the societv.
:^:z: -—- - - ^" - . . ssscsseees
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Back Row: McDonald, Bellew, Sullivan, Furey, Majeski, Eteilly, Donohue. Second li"» : Vergara
Dayton, Fiesco, Aveni, Walsh, Dunleavy, Krazinski. Front Rov : Prudenti, Alvarez, Lally, Finn, Barrett,
< OStello, Antry.
Robert Barrett, President
William Furey, Via President Catherine Lally, Secretary
Ann \ I )i M.i:\ \, ZYi
NEWMAN CLUB
IN
189:5, in honor of Cardinal Newman, the first Newman Club was founded at the
University of Pennsylvania. On March 22, 1!)'27, the Newman Club of this college
was formed and numbers anion;,' its members many alumnae as well as students. Ad-
hering tenaciously to the i<leals of Cardinal Newman, this organization makes an ex-
tensive appeal to students of the Catholic faith. Jn common with over two hundred
such organizations throughout the Tinted States, the Osteopathic unit promotes scho-
lastic and social achievements, without restricting its members academically nor in the
choice of affiliations with various fraternal organizations.
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Standing: Newman, Southard, Mintzer. Seated: Brodkin, Berlin, Lumsden, Clough, Cell, Mines, Thome.
F. Joseph Berlin
Mitchell Brodkin
Reginald W. Clovgh, Chairman
Dorothy Gell Roseoe Thome
Jeannette Lumsden Julian Mines
Robert Southard
Harry Mintzer
Arthur Newman
JUNIOR PROM COMMITTEE
THE big social event of the year is the annual Junior Prom, occurring in the spring of
the year, under the direction of a committee chosen by the Junior Class officers.
The Senior class is honored by the Junior class at this dance annually.
The committee is composed of a representative from each fraternity and sorority,
and three non-fraternity members. Much praise is due this committee for their very
successful efforts in this year's From, at the Hotel Benjamin Franklin, on April 13,
1934.
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CHARITY BALL ATTRACTS RECORD CROWD
Coast to Coast Broadcast Heard by Millions—Peter Van Steeden and Three
Orchestras Furnish Syncopation
FOUR dance orchestras totalling fifty-two pieces furnished the varied rhythms at the Second Annual
Charity Ball for the Osteopathic Hospital and its Clinics in the main ballroom of the Penn Athletic Club
on Friday evening, February 23rd, before a crowd of 2,000 people.
Preceding the Grand Ball, a dinner was held with over four hundred people attending. Throughout
the dinner, dance music was furnished by Horace Hustler and his Gingham Club Orchestra, well known
to many Philadelphians. Several stage and screen personalities put in a personal appearance and received
a tumultuous reception for their efforts.
The Lee Sisters, of movie fame, in addition to making an appearance put on a skit and sang several
songs. Vera Nivna, appearing at the Walton Roof, with the Walton Roof Orchestra, sang three popular
songs and was forced to do several encores before being allowed to leave. By nine-thirty, the tables were
being cleared away prior to the start of the Grand Ball.
On the dot of ten o'clock, Peter Van Steeden waved his baton and the Second Annual Charity Ball
was in full swing.
Lights were dimmed, a large crystal ball with colored lights reflecting on it slowly circled above, cast-
ing various colors down onto the dance floor. First a waltz and then a fox trot blended with the voices of
Miss Kathleen Wells, diminutive singer appearing with Peter Van Steeden's Orchestra, and Harold Richards,
tenor soloist, were only a few of the outstanding numbers to be heard. At eleven-fifteen, a stage show with
some of radio's prominent personalities was presented to the gay colorful crowd. Finn Williams, vagabond
singer of the air, gave a rendition of "Old Man River" that was well liked. William Hall, of radio fame,
sang two numbers in a rich baritone voice for which he is so popular. Will Mahoney, The Four Franks,
Kenneth Harlan and William O'Neal, formerly heard on the Chevrolet Hour and who appeared in the
"New Moon" and in "Countess Maritza," were several of the famous stars to put in an appearance.
As the curtain came down on the final act preparations were made for the coast to coast broadcast
scheduled for 12:00 M. The Orchestra played several preliminary numbers for testings. At exactly 12:00,
Mr. Joseph Nassau, Director of Station WLIT, stepped up to the microphone and introduced to the nation
the Second Annual Osteopathic Hospital Charity Ball.
For one-half hour Peter Van Steeden and his orchestra played popular tunes of the day pausing only
to allow Mr. Nassau to make the station identification. Throughout the broadcast Miss Wells and Mr.'
Richards sang the vocal choruses of several of the songs, often combining as a duo. The broadcast finished
at 12:30 but the dancing continued until two o'clock, and a tired but happy group of people knew that the
Second Annual Charity Ball had been a huge success.
At the conclusion of the Ball, it was announced that a Third Annual Charity Ball would be held next
year on the night of February 23, 1935, at the Penn Athletic Club. WHAT AN EVENT! WHAT A
NIGHT! WHAT MUSIC!
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ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION OFFICERS
M. CaKL FrEY, '84, President
Edwahd Witthohn, ':!."). Vice-President Leo Martin, ''!+, Secretary
Dr. pRANgoia D'Eliscu, Athletic Director
< 'oaches
George Gilham Anthony K<>kser
Al.I.IK McWlLLIAMS ( 'll UXLES R.OESEB
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BASKETBALL
TWO weeks prior to the Christmas holidays, Coach Allie McWilliams issued a call
for all basketball candidates, and in response fourteen men reported for the initial
practice at the West Branch Y. M. C. A., o^nd and Sansom Streets. Among the
veterans to appear were Captain George Nikola, Bill Furey, star athlete from St.
Joseph's High, Bud Hylander, who later in the season was forced to the sidelines
with injuries, Martin Schnoll, Bob Cooper and Elias Korn.
The new candidates that were later selected as first string substitutes and made
a creditable showing throughout the season, were Dick Jameson, hailing from Ports-
mouth, N. H. : Henry Maciejewski, a graduate of Wilmington High School, and Arthur
Bunting, who resides in Lynn, Mass. Coach McWilliams was ably assisted in his
coaching duties by George Gilham and these two capable tutors combined to make
the maroon and gray year a success.
Osteopathy opened its season by defeating the Drexel Institute five on the
latter's floor, by the score of 42-39. The Dragons took the lead at half-time and con-
tinued to hold it until the last minutes of the game. It was at this juncture that the
maroon and gray squad began clicking and with a whirlwind attack overcame the
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IiIl' margin emerged victors. Jameson, playing his firsl collegiate game captured the
scoring honors for the evening, securing 15 points.
Coach Allic McWilliams' charges were the victims of ;i smooth Functioning,
well drilled Wheaton College team in the first intersectional game ever l<> be played
by the osteopaths. When the gun sounded ending the hostilities, the boys From
Illinois were on the long end of a 86-24 score. With height in their favor the visitors
soon showed their supremacy by holding an 18-11 lead ;ii the half and continued to
outplay the homesters through the remainder of the game. Granl Lawrence, Former
Glen-Nor High athlete captured the scoring I rs for the scrap garnering Hi points.
For the doctors, Schnoll secured nine points to lead the future osteopaths.
Osteopathy losl its second straighl game, when they were defeated by the strong
Swarthmore College five al Swarthmore on January 18. When the final gun sounded
the score showed the osteopaths on the shorl end of a 87-27 counting. The maroon
and gray passers appeared to be tired from their recent setback ;H the hands of the
Wheaton College squad l>ut nevertheless they forced the Garnel dribblers to give
their besl I" emerge victors. Mill Maciejewski garnered seven points to 1 «-; i< I the local
lads in scoring.
Snapping oul of a two-game losing streak the^VIcWilliams coached team tri-
umphed over the Fast-moving Gallaudel University of Washington, l>. C, l" I i n
•
tunc of 36-29. The osteopaths were forced to put on ;i last-minute rally to win and
it was during this period thai Captain Nikola piled up baskets, to make his total
for the game, thirteen markers.
On February 10, the College of Osteopathy squad travelled to Bethlehem and
met defeat at the hands of the Moravian College five, the final score being :!S-'2ii.
The upstaters Found the range of the nets early in the game and piled up a commanding
lead which they held throughout. However. Schnoll, high scoring Forward For the
losers, was able to cage Hi points to keep the doctors within striking distance of the
winners. Reese, diminutive forward For Moravian, tallied Hi points to capture
scoring honor- For the game.
Coach Allic McWilliams' Osteopathy quintel were the victims of Len Tanseer's
La Salle College team in their next fiaiiH" held on the hitter's floor on February 16.
The final score was 88-21 . At no time during the game were the Wesl Philadelphians
able to cope with the Fasl moving offense of the Olney Street live bul they never let
down in trying to overcome the big lead piled up l>y the victors. Schnoll once again
dominated the scoring column for tin- losers.
Determined to crash into the win column once more the Osteopathy team travelled
to Elizabethtown and trounced the Elizabel Mown College passers to the tune of
9 Ih' maroon and gray squad on the rebound from their last defeat were a
( ontimied on page l?n)
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GOLF
WITH virtually the same team to build from the College of Osteopathy golf team
is expected to better the record made by the 1933 squad. Several newcomers
from the lower classes will, no doubt, add to the strength of the present team.
Charles Burrows, captain of the osteopaths, Charles Hillyer, playing-manager;
Donald Gibbs, of London, England, and Joseph Walker are the holdovers around which
the future doctors' hopes will be centered. The new candidates are:—Harry Kerr,
Ray Speer, Joe Hughes and Jim Walsh.
Player-manager Hillyer has announced the following schedule of matches:
April 6—Temple University
April 10—St. Joseph's
April 19—Haverford College
April 27—Villanova College
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TRACK
n
Manager Totnajan has announce
HAROLD OSBORN, holder of the world's
outdoor high j
i
j 1 1
1
1 > record and at presenl
a student ai the Philadelphia < lollege of Osteop-
athy, led i i i ~ man urn and gray squad into action
on April 14 againsl Drexel Institute on the
latter's field at 17th and Ilaverford Avenue.
This meel marked the opening of the track
season at the Wesl Philadelphia Institution.
Several practice sessions have Keen held and
Osborn is looking forward to a very successful
year on the cindcrpallis. Several holdovers
From last year's team have reported and appear
to be in excellent shape Tor the intensive
schedule mapped out For them.
Among the veterans who have been working
out daily are: George Staulfer. pole vaulting
star; Gordon Zink. sprint aee: Klton Albeek,
former Germantown High track man and
Mill Furcy. all-around star who is expected to
share honors with Oshorn in the forthcoming
meets. Furey proved to be a one-man track
team last year capturing places in the high
jump, pole vault, discus and the shot-put.
1 the following schedule of meets:
April 14— Drexel at Drexel
April -21—La Salle at La Salle
April '24— St. .Joseph at St. Joseph
April 27-88- Penn Relays
May ."> Susquehanna at Susquehanna
May s— Philadelphia Normal at home
May IS—Juniata at Juniata
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Upper Left—Diving—Jack Hexter; Head in Water—Simon Lubin, star sprinter; Large Center in
Water—Charles Norton, 220-yard free style winner. Lower, left to right—Ray Spanjer, Captain for 1934-
35 Swimming Team. Lower Center—Nathan Ostroff; Shaking Hands—left to right—Bud Hylander,
Sprinter, shaking hands with Flocco, Captain of West Chester State Teachers College and noted diver.
SWIMMING
A SWIMMING team, the first of its kind at the Philadelphia College ofOsteopathy, made its debut in inter-collegiate competition this year and as a
result captured five of the six individual meets. All the home meets were held in the
West Branch Y. M. C. A. pool at 52nd and Sansom Streets. Incidentally, the maroon
and gray squad triumphed in all their home meets.
Coaches Anthony and Charles Roeser, former Temple University aquatic stars,
were fortunate in having an abundance of experienced material to mould into a team.
In addition, several new candidates reported and added strength to the varsity squad.
In the backstroke events, Osteopathy was represented by George Brehm and Nat
Ostroff, who often splashed home in first and second place respectively. The Roeser
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brothers were also Fortunate in having an almosl steady winner in the breaststroke,
ii was Ray Spanjer, a member of the freshman class. Ostroff also was in I li«' running
In this particular event.
Jack Hexter, a pre-osteopath, was the maroon and gray competitor in the diving
event. In the freestyle, Simon Lubin, former Simon Gratz High School ace and
Hud Hylander, erstwhile West Philadelphia High School aquatic star, were the two
men around which Osteopathy pinned their hopes for ;i successful season. Dave
Myers, Charles Norton and Brehm were also seen in competil ion in I hi^ event. The
crack relay team thai showed both speed and endurance was composed of Hylander,
Norton, Lubin and Myers.
The first two meet- of the year were with Villanova College. The initial en-
counter resulted in a one-sided victory for I lie osteopaths, when they submerged llie
Wildcats by the score of 10-19. Si Lubin carried oil' honors in 1 1 1 i -. meet, capturing
l he free-style events. In their return engagement il proved to be a bit more interesting
Imi the doctors once again triumphed l<> the tune of 87-22. The dedication of Villa-
nova's new pool was marred by the victory of the Roeser-coached aggregation.
Following their impressive triumphs over the Villanova mermen, the osteopaths
met a snag in Hie person of Swarthmore College. The Garnel swimmers subdued
the West Philadelphians by the scon- of 10-25.
Copying the same procedure that they employed againsl the Main Liners, the
maroon ami gray registered a double triumph over the West ('holer Stale Teachers
College natators. The firsl meet showed a score M!- L2(>, while the final markings in the
return meet showed a much larger tally, 18-17. Hylander and Lubin shared honors
In each of the cue iters.
The nexl week the doctors ventured into the eastern intercollegiate champion-
ships In-Ill al Newark, Delaware, on March ID. Although Unable to place in the finals
tiny gave a ^r I account of themselves in the trial heals. This sort of competil ion
was exactly what tiny needed to pull them through in their final meet of the year
againsl the Rider College swimmers from Trenton. When the final event was finished
and the score compiled il showed thai the osteopaths had emerged a close victor, the
score being 30-29.
The outstanding highlighl in the entire swimming season, was the development
of Simon Lubin. He is now among the first five Fastest swimmers in eastern inter-
collegiate competition, capable of doing the 100-yard freestyle around 55 seconds.
A more elaborate schedule ha^ been planned for next year due to the vast amount
of experience resulting from the meets with the outstanding local institutions.
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OSTEOPATHY will be represented by one of the strongest tennis teams in the
history of the institution this coming season. The only absentee from the 1933
squad is Bud Christensen, former runner-up in the eastern inter-collegiate tennis cham-
pionships in 1932 and captain of last year's squad.
The following men will form a squad that is expected to offer stern opposition
to the teams that will face them this year: Captain-elect George Nikola, Kelley
Streicker, the only southpaw racquet wielder on the squad, Carl Beasley, and several
other candidates who are expected to report for the first practice session to be
held shortly.
To date the schedule is:
April 14—Ursinus at Collegeville
April 19—State Teachers at home
April 24—State Teachers at West Chester
April 28—Juniata at Huntingdon
May 5—Swarthmore at Swarthmore
May 11—Juniata at home
May 12—Moravian at Bethlehem
May 25—Ursinus at home
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BASEBALL
COACHES George Gilliam and Rube Chambers, both well known in local compe-
tition, will again handle the baseball team of the Philadelphia College of Osteop-
athy. Manager M. ( arl Prey was compelled to arrange a limited schedule due to the
cancellation of the sporl by the Graduate Council on Athletics early in the season.
In spite of this handicap and limited time allotted for practice due to clinical
interference and inability on the part of the upper classmen to compete this year
because of severe scholastic clinical schedule, the sophomore class is expected t<>
carry the heavy burden of the team positions.
The Osteopaths opened their season on April lUh meeting Drexel at Drexel in
the opening clash of the season.
Several hurlers from lasl season's team will hold down the pitching jobs this
year. l5ol> Cooper, former Temple University twirler. will be the leading candidate
and is expected to start all games on the mound. There are many new aspirants tor
this position who reported to Coach Gilham. The catching position will he taken care
of by Hill Macicjew-ki. a member of the sophomore class.
Martin Schnoll, newly elected captain of the basketball team, will be seen at his
old place, the initial sack. Paul Murphy, formerly of I", of P.. and M. Carl I'Vey,
will form the double play combination at second base ami shortstop respectively.
At the torrid corner. Elias Korn. last season's regular third-sacker, will lie hack at
his old position. The out-field will he composed of varsity lettermen from last year.
Hud Ilylander. leading slugger on the maroon ami ^'ray. will patrol left field. In
the' middle garden Henry Hillard will chase the flyballs that come his way and in the
right Scotty McCollum, utility hurler. will be seen when he i- not called upon to pitch.
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THE HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL STAFF
< hiiirniiiii
I). S. B. Pennoi is. M.D.. D.O L813 Pine Street
Attending Physicians
H.M.i'ii L. Fischer, D.O 6112 Germantown Avenue
C. D. I?. Balbirnie, Ph.G., D.O 135 S. L7th Streel
\\ "ii.m k P. I.i rz. D.O t!>l<; \. Warnock Streel
('. Haddon Soden, D.O Philadelphia Saving Fund Building
Frederick A. Long, D.O Real Estate Trust Building
Edward A. Greek, A.M., D.O 20 \Y. Montgomery Avenue, Ardmore, Pa.
Assistant Attending Physicians
Richard C. Ammerman, D.O 112 Rutgers Avenue, Swarthmore, Pa.
William F. Daiber, D.O 5007 Frankford Avenue
John II. Eimerbbink, D.O t.5:i7 Spruce Street
Harry ('. Hessdorfer, D.O 7032 Ogontz Avenue
Roberi C. McDaniel, D.O ~:i(i(i N. 21st Streel
Lesteh R. Mellott, D.O 71(i(i York Road
Earl F. Riceman, D.O 1545 \. Uber Streel
William < '. Weisbecker, D.O 4818 N. Camac Street
Surgeons
D. S. B. Pennoi k, M.D.. D.O.. Surgeon-in-Chief 1813 Pine Streel
Edward <.. Drew, D.O 135 S. 17th Streel
Willi \m < >tis G ilbreath, D.O Land Title Building
II. Wlllard Sterhett, D.O 1939 Rubicam Avenue
II. Walter Evans, D.O 1526 X. Kill. Street
< Jarlton Street, D.O 1-2-is W. Lehigh Avenue
Edwin II. Chessman, D.O 1950 Elston Street
Francis E. Gri ber, D.O 4-S'io Greene Street
Harmon Y. Kiser, D.O 4!)is Locust Street
.1 whs M. Eaton, D.O 102 Copley Road, Upper Darby
II. Mahlon Gehman, D.O 1.5(5 S. Easton Road, Glenside
Richard < '. Ammerm w. D.O 112 Rutgers Avenue. Swarthmore
J. ERN] -i I.i i ZINGER, D.O 4!).'5T X. Mervine Street
Herman Kohn, D.O 2.511) [sland Road
Earl II. Gedney, D.O 5311 Baltimore Avenue
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Gynecologists
Edward G. Drew, D.0 135 S. 17th Street
Carlton Street, D.0 1228 W. Lehigh Avenue
Francis E. Gruber, D.0 4820 Greene Street
Donald K. Acton, D.0 Elkins Park, Pa.
Otolaryngologists
William Otis Galbreath, D.0 Land Title Building
J. Ernest Leuzinger, D.0 4937 Mervine Street
Antonio Abeyta, D.0 748 S. 60th Street
Obstetricians
H. Walter Evans, D.0 1526 N. 16th Street
Francis E. Gruber, D.0 5820 Greene Street
Donald K. Acton, D.0 Elkins Park, Pa.
Proctologist
Charles J. Muttart, D.0 1813 Pine Street
Urologist
H. Willard Sterrett, D.0 1526 N. 16th Street
Assistant Urologist
Edwin H. Cressman, D.0 1950 Elston Street
Ophthalmologists
William Otis Galbreath, D.0 Land Title Building
Antonio Abeyta, D.0 748 S. 60th Street
Pediairist
Ruth E. Tinley, D.0 1318 Wakeling Street
Assistant Pediairist
Leo C. Wagner, D.0 23 E. LaCrosse Ave., Lansdowne, Pa.
Gastroenterologist
George S. Rothmeyer, D.0 1617 Pennsylvania Boulevard
Assistant Gastroenterologist
Richard C. Ammerman, D.0 112 Rutgers Ave., Swarthmore
Neurologists
Arthur M. Flack, D.0 3414 Baring Street
J. Francis Smith, D.0 5041 Spruce Street
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< 'ardiologists
Ralph 1.. Fischer, D.0 6112 Germantown Avenue
\\ ii Bi b P. Lutz, D.0 1916 Warnock Street
Radiologist
Paul T. Llotd, D.0 X. K. < '<>r. isth and Spruce Streets
Dermatologist
Edwin II. Chessman, D.0 1!>."><| Elston Street
Bronchoscopist
J. Ebnest I.i i zingeb, D.0 193*! Men ine Street
Pathologists
Km ini el Jacobson, D.0 Garden ( lourt Apartments
OtTERBEIN DrESSLER, D.0 136 S. 16th Street
. Iruesthetists
Frani i- .1. Smith. D.0 York Road and Rockland Street
M n Bresltn, K.\ X. E. Cor. 48th and Spruce Streets
Pharmacist
C. D. I?. Balbtrnie, Ph.G., D.0 135 S. 17th Street
Chief llisiih nl Physician
K urnig T( m \j \\. D.O.
Senior Interns
Eugene J. Casey, D.O. William M. Barnhurst, D.O.
•Junior Interns
Arnold Brown, D.O. Stanton McCroart, D.O.
Harold Christensen, D.O. William McDougal, D.O.
Akthi b M. Flack, Jr., D.O. Robert Nicholl, D.O.
Charles W. Snyder, D.O.
SnjH rinti mil nt of Hospital
Edgar O. Holdex, A.B., D.O.
Helen B. Hardcastle, R.N.
Directress of X urses
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Standing: Christenson, Brown, Flack. Seated: McDougall, Barnhurst, Tomajan, McCroary, Nicholl.
Chief Resident Physician, Karnig Tomajan, D. O.
Senior Internes
Eugene J. Casey, D.O. William M. Barnhurst, D.O.
Junior Internes
Arnold Brown, D.O. Harold Christenson, D.O. Arthur M. Flack, D.O. Stanton McCroary, D.O.
William McDougal, D.O. Robert Nicholl, D.O. Charles W. Snyder, D.O.
Internes Elect from Class of 1934
John Beckman Michael Blackstone M. Carl Frey Stanley Griese
William Hitchcock J. Marshall Hoag Edwin Morse
Alternates
Martha M, Bailey William Gallagher
INTERNES
NEAR the termination of the year, competitive examinations are given to those
Seniors who may desire an interneship in the Hospital. Not alone is the student
chosen by his grade on the examinations, but by his attitude while treating in the
clinics, and during his Senior interneship, as found acceptable by a Faculty Committee.
These Physicians are put on the various services as Osteopathic, General, Surgical,
Out Patient, Obstetrical, Emergency and Laboratory Diagnosis, and much practical
knowledge is gained in the work of these departments.
One or two, showing the greatest interest and adaptability to the work, may be
held over as Senior Residents for the following year, at the end of which time they may
take the Surgical Board Examinations.
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THE NURSERY
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First Row: Law, Byerly, Marvel, Mrs. Hardcastle, Miss Sterrett, Scezsney, Sacchi, Frison. Second Row:
Baughman, Waltz, Crandall, Heist, Morrison, Koenitzer, Lyon, V. Evans, Mover, D. Evans. Third Row:
Monroe, Holland, Spare, Gosper, Allen, Gaskill, M. Kochut. Fourth Row: Wisel, Bond, Thorin, Moore,
Beurhause, Craig.
OSTEOPATHIC SCHOOL OF NURSING
THE Osteopathic Hospital of Philadelphia maintains one of the most modern Schools
of Nursing. Under the careful instructions of experienced and graduate supervisors,
these young women are given a thorough course in all the phases of general nursing
covered in accordance with the requirements of the Pennsylvania State Board of Nurse
Examiners. The training course consists of three years of regular classroom work, sup-
plemented by practical work in our Hospital.
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SCHOOL OF NURSING
Sniiors
Skkvis, Eleanor Reading, Pa,
Smoker, Sue Lewistown, I'u.
Traeoer, Ruth Niagara Palls, N. Y.
V w !:. AlLISON Host on, Mass.
VARNER, GeORGIANA Clarion, Pa.
INTERMEDIATES
Breese, K< »se ( larbondale, Pa.
Bterlt, Miriam Lancaster, Pa.
Crandall, Edna Canton, Pa.
Evans, Violet Carbondale, Pa.
I'm i.Ki.. Hi in Norristown, Pa.
Frison, Marion Titusville, Pla.
Habecker, Lulu Downingtown, Pa.
II \\\ \. Dorothea Lansdale, Pa,
Heist, Elizabeth Geneva, X. V.
km in t, Anna Philadelphia, Pa.
Koenitzek, I'i .1 mm m f. Soutli Zanesville, Ohio
Law, Edith Koppel Pa.
LeFevre, Jeane Green Bay, Wis.
I.i i >\. Loi isk Ml. Airy, Pa.
M lgnin, Jessie Sharon Hill, Pa.
Marvel, Anna Philadelphia, Pa.
Morrison, Helen Smyrna, Del.
Sacchi, Elizabeth Lansdowne, Pa.
Scezsnet, Jean Thompson, Pa.
Twii litis, M \uv Morgantown, W. Va.
Van Doren, Sara Southampton, Pa.
Watson, Anna Philadelphia, Pa.
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PROFESSIONAL
JUNIORS
Allen, Alberta Smyrna, Del.
Bond, Frances Norwood, Pa.
Craig, Phyllis Hammontown, N. J.
Evans, Dorothy Vine Grove, Ky.
Gasejll, Dorothy Clinton, S. C.
Gosper, Marion Philadelphia, Pa.
Holland, Gladys Aucilla, Fla.
Moore, Priscilla Moorestown, N. J.
Mover, Ruth Germantown, Pa.
Mxjnbo, Catherine Oak Lane, Pa.
Spare, Frances Royersford, Pa.
Tharix, Mallie Brunswick, Ga.
Waltz, Elizabeth Lebanon, Pa.
Wisel, Elsie Altoona, Pa.
<UTq)
PATHOLOGY—THE SCIENCE OF DISEASE—IN THE YEAR 1933-34
By
Otterbein Dressler, D.O.
MEDITATION on the great humanitarian science must carry two conflicting
emotions: object despair in viewing the multiferous and seemingly insur-
mountable problems still to be conquered, or, the elation of hope that the
succeeding years may be crowned with the glory of discovery that was seen in the
latter years of the 19th century and the early years of the 20th.
To my humble and inexperienced mind it appears that Pathology is a victim of the
same problem facing all science and philosophy. These twin children of learning have
indulged in an orgy of analysis and discovery for several decades till there has been
amassed such an abundance of facts that advance is virtually impractical. Philosophy
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needs a synthetic Philosophy; Science needs a synthetic Science. Ii is time l" call :i
holiday From this wild Orgy of discovery to provide time for a sane evaluation of these
facts and to correlate them, and to give a perspective of the problems of today.
In 179S, when a great epidemic of Yellow Fever, destroyed a large percentage of
the populace of Philadelphia, Benjamin Rush noted in his writings the unusual heal
and humidity together with the enormous number of mosquitoes. Why didn't he and
others notice the association of the climatic conditions and insects with the disease?
Is it not possible that we too, in our mad scramble for discovery, are overlooking the
significance of already discovered facts.
In this year. 1934, it is very urgent that we review our forces and our position,
that we obtain a clearer perspective of our objective and a truer analysis of the ob-
sticales in the path of the advancement of our Science.
eJQ
APPLYING EDUCATION TO OSTEOPATHY
By
Ki ssell C. Ebb, U.S., M.S.. F.A.I.C.
THE advances which osteopathy has made in this country during the last twenty-
five years have been practically alone in the science itself and in its value to the
public. Advances in the future will he made in the field of education. It. therefore,
should he a timely consideration to give serious thought to our methods of education as
applied in the several colleges of osteopathy.
It is impossible to formulate a theory of education except from the standpoint of a
conception of its aims. In general, the aims of human education can he grouped under
two main headings— efficiency and personal culture. Teachers must strive to make
students efficient living units and at the same time they must exert all their pedagogical
dynamos toward the production of a personal culture in every student coming under
their influence.
The time element does not permit of a great deal of expansion along the personal
culture aim of education. We hold that such subjects as the basic sciences, while
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looked down upon by some, are in fact better adapted to satisfy the aims of education
than some of our so-called specialty subjects. The basic sciences afford the teacher
devices for aiding in personal culture through mental discipline. At the same time,
these basic sciences offer mental armamentorium necessary for efficiency in the forma-
tion of the scientific concept of osteopathy.
Let us, therefore, adopt as our promise that as teachers in an osteopathic college,
our foremost aim is to make our students efficient. In short, it is our duty as teachers
to readjust the life of Freshmen during an arbitrary period of four years so that at the
end of that time we should have an efficient osteopathic physician.
The principle task before us is that of readjusting the mental lives of our students
so that they may efficiently meet the tests arising in a practical world. Are we con-
sciously holding this aim or purpose before us while we are engaged in teaching?
The lecture method of teaching has but little value in modern life. The lecture
method of imparting knowledge anti-dated the printing press. Our students are re-
quired the ability to read. They should be required to own text books (not notes).
With these requirements rigidly enforced, it is educational asininity to lecture on
subject matter already before the students on printed pages.
For a time, let us consider some of the disadvantages of the present lecture system
:
The lecture method makes no attempt to cultivate original thinking. It answers
questions before it asks them. The student is literally bombarded with, let us hope,
facts during an hour encounter. His only hope is that he can jot down notes faster than
the lecturer talks. When this is impossible, he requests mimeographed notes so that
he may have an easier time before examinations.
The lecture method does not permit the student a freedom of self-expression. He
is assigned to a room in which he must sit in an assigned seat and exhibit forced atten-
tion. His mind is not usually in the receptive mood and here again he must fall back
on some meagre hastily assembled notes. The student's individuality is lost.
The efficiency of a physician may be measured by his ability as a diagnostician.
But even in the so-called presentation clinics, the lecture method influences the period
of instruction. A case is presented, the case history is read, the provisional diagnosis
announced, and the patient exhibited to the class with the physical findings pointed
out to the class to substantiate the diagnosis made by some one else. The student'is
merely given an opinion, often cloaked as fact. The student is expected to believe and
is not encouraged to contradict the diagnosis or to form an original diagnosis. He has
his diagnosis done for him. He has not been educated to diagnose for himself.
Let us further amplify this lecturing with case presentation. Suppose that the
instructor would adopt a critical mien. Suppose he would question the thoroughness
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of the case history. By adopting t his mood, the student naturally would lend in assist
the instructor in finding fault with the historical phase <>i the case, In doing so, the
instructor would be encouraging original and critical thought in the mind of the stu-
dent, which is necessary for the attainment of efficiency ;^ the aim of education.
A normal student -hould be made to acquire five attainments, namely:
1 A -kill in observation and experiment.
2 \ better memory and knowledge of relevant facts.
:!
.
Am ability to reason and think in a logical systematic way.
4. A cultivation of the imagination.
.">
. Development of a critical and impartial judgment.
The first attainment, i.e.. skill in observation and experiment cannot be obtained
by the now popular lecture method. Laboratories, clinic-- and demonstrations arc the
desideratum. Our entire fabric of knowledge i- based on the idea-, thai come to us
from our senses. Lecturing merely stimulates the ear and this becomes deal' when
sleep overtakes the student. The laboratory period, the clinic hour- and classroom
demons! ra I ions stimulate I he eye. the ear. I he nose, the tongue and I he touch. A good
teacher can arou-c all the avenues of sense perception.
•1 [n the attainment of a I letter memory and knowledge of relevant fact - the func-
tion of the teacher is that of guide and adviser. The class period must become a con-
ference period during part of which clear assignments arc made and the "meat " pointed
out from the "gravy" in modern text books.
:i. The ability to reason and think in a logical systematic way cannot he attained
by sitting through long and sometimes uninteresting dissertations. This brings for-
ward the great word of the I lcrliart ian system, namely, apperception. By this term
i- meant the active contribution of the mind to ideas received through sense-perception
ami memory of relevant fact -. First .we perceive a thing, then we id cut il'y or classify it.
This identification or classification is what the mind, from its previous knowledge, adds
or contributes to the sense-perception. When we identify or classify an object pre-
sented lo our senses, we apperceive it. Apperception i- necessary in diagnosis. Stu-
dents who have not been educated along the line- of apperception cannot rightfully
l>e considered efficient.
L. A cultivation of the imagination. Most instructors belittle any tendency
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that a student may have toward native imagination. Some instructors go to the ex-
treme of utilizing the weapon of sarcasm to put "day-dreaming" students back to
their assigned seats in the lecture room. Many lecturers have pronounced objections
to the interruptions caused by the imagination of students during class periods. Some
teachers adopt the "Don't be foolish" mood, or "It can't be done" sneer, with stu-
dents possessing strong imagination. It is the duty of a teacher to encourage imagina-
tion. It has been said that a disciplined imagination has been at the bottom of all great
scientific discoveries. We must therefore encourage in our students the same imagina-
tion that fired the mind of the founder of osteopathy.
5. A development of a critical and impartial judgment. This is the requisite for
all clever diagnosticians. Each case or proposition must be judged solely on its merits.
The imagination is a dangerous but useful ally. The conference idea of instruction
with the teacher-adviser employing the Socratic method of instruction should go far
towards the development of a critical and impartial judgment. If a class is informed
that a case of diabetes will be presented, all the findings will be interpreted as diabetic,
because a critical and impartial judgment has not been formed. However, if the case
is presented as a questionable condition, a critical and impartial judgment may be
stimulated.
In all of these considerations of educational attainments, we must assure the
student a freedom with responsibility. Rousseau was the first to advocate the utiliza-
tion of the principle of freedom in education. It was emphasized also by both Posta-
lozzi and Froebel and stimulated by Montessori. Rigidity in educational practices
must be replaced with flexibility and academic freedom. Our students have different
native abilities. Our method of teaching must be flexible enough for adaptation in
individualistic instruction. Our method of measuring attainment must possess suffi-
cient freedom so that worthy students are not removed from academic engagements
because they failed to obtain an arbitrary and numerical grade.
Final examinations in a subject are necessarily the only method of determining
the educational progress a student has made. If a pedagogue embodying the prin-
ciples provided in this paper cannot determine the "worth" of a student after a year's
contact, then that pedagogue should go to chicken raising or engage in some other
"fowl" business.
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PROFESSIONAL
OSTEOPATHY AND RESEARCH
My Prederk k \ Long, l>.< >.
OSTEOPATHY has scored a brilliant therapeutic success. Compared t" this
growth of practice, its literature is in its infancy. To the early investigators
much credit must be given for pointing the way and our research workers of
the past have done creditably in view <>f the many handicaps under which they were
forced t" labor. The work done by these workers has been largely animal <-\[>i-ri-
mentation. It is, however, impossible to present an adequate explanation of our phil-
osophy on the basis of ilii- experimentation alone. To attempt to 'I" so i- to invite
just criticism.
The need for abundanl clinical research and human experimental study becomes
apparent when one review- osteopathic literature. The need for animal experimenta-
tion was long ago recognized and some valuable groundwork has Keen started. That
this animal experimentation should continue is imperative. There has QOt been a
comprehensive, systematic, and scientific compilation of statistics <>i' human studies
either clinical or experimental. Seal tered attempts at such compilation have appeared
from time to time, but they have not been very productive. Certainly the principles
of osteopathy can be presented in terms of human as well as animal experimentation.
Certainly the results of osteopathic therapy can be presented in terms of clinical
studies and in forms which are acceptable criteria in any system of the healing art.
This human study, both clinical and experimental, forms the l>a-is of the research
activities at the Philadelphia College today.
This human study divides itself into clinical and experimental Experimentation
along various physiological lines can be carried out without difficulty by research
units and these experiments can be carefully controlled because all related procedures
are under direct supervision. It is when the attempt is made to study clinical records
that great difficulties are encountered. These difficulties. I am sure, have spelled
failure for many of the past attempts at clinical research. These difficulties are
essentially of two natures. In the first instance, is the question of acceptable and
reliable diagnoses based upon sufficient laboratory studies and made with the aid of
all the best and accepted diagnostic procedures. In Mich maimer must diagnoses be
made to be of \aluc statistically. This is a greater problem in the records from men
in the field who are not in close touch with hospital facilities. Many such records
prove practically worthless because they lack this supportive evidence. In the second
instance is the problem of securing adequate and sat isfactorily kept records. Outside
of our institutions it is rare to find case records containing sufficient data for critical
research study.
The responsibility of the practitioner in the field does not stop when he has
eared for his patients. He must assume the added burden of so keeping records of
{Concluded on /,,;.;. / 77)
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PROFESSIONAL
MUSIC
Benjamin Sharlip, Director of Music.
IN
THE early part of the school year 1931-32, a musical seed was sown for the first
time at P. C. 0. It was the happy inspiration of our own Dr. Long. And it was
destined to be richly fertile soil. Conceived with the idea that Music, the uni-
versal language and voice of Beauty, was an all important factor in the mental, emo-
tional, and spiritual development of young men and women, a call was issued for
those interested in organizing an orchestra. About fifteen willing and enthusiastic
students responded.
It is doubtful if ever an embryo group was assailed by greater difficulties. Lack
of time was most disheartening—clinics, late classes, outside jobs, of necessity came
first. A dearth of instruments, facilities, music, and orchestral experience, did not
ease matters any. Yet an indomitable spirit and burning desire to create, inspired by
the beauty of music itself, kept the budding organization alive.
There could of course be no concert the first year. The orchestra was simply
not yet of age. But the seed had been well planted,—and the next year bore fruit.
From a group of fifteen, the orchestra grew to almost double its size. With the
exception of one or two instruments of minor importance, the orchestra was complete.
The strength of added numbers, a deep conviction in its purpose, plus an enthusiasm
that was contagion itself, soon was manifested in the vast improvement of its playing.
So much so that at the end of the season a formal program was presented in the school
auditorium, which included the Schubert "Unfinished Symphony" and the "Peer
Gynt" Suite of Grieg, taxing works for any symphony orchestra. This concert which
also included groups by the string section of the orchestra, and our male vocal quartet
was a thrilling success from every standpoint.
This year, our third, has seen a still further growth of our activities. With the
vocal quartet as a nucleus, a male glee club was formed which now includes twenty
members. The orchestra, enhanced by a fine reputation based on last year's concert
and an equally successful one given the past Christmas has also grown and is now a
full-fledged and thriving symphony orchestra. Both organizations are now components
of the recently formed "Musical Society of P. C. O.," governed by a constitution
and by-laws, and self sustaining insofar as expenses for music, instrument repairs
and the like, are concerned, thru a small weekly fee. At the end of this season the
Musical Society will present a program of even more ambitious proportions than the
one given last year.
It should be a source of great pride to P. C. 0. to know that close to fifteen per
cent of its entire student body is actively engaged in the creation of music and enjoy-
ing the unquestionable benefits thereof; also that there are but few professional schools,
if any at all, that can boast of either a symphony orchestra or a glee club.
The entire College,—officials, faculty, and students, are to be congratulated on a
notable achievement.
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PROGRAM—MAY 5, 1933
I M \m (1
II. Allegretto from "Moonlight Sonata".
III. Hi in i i -i
[V. Gavotte.
String Ensi mbi
\ Symphoni in H Minor, "Unfinished".
Ulegro moderato
Andante con moto
()m in STB v
VI. The Dreamy Lake.
\ 1 1. 'I'm [ndian Si.ui \ \ni.
Words nf Shellej
VIII. The Win nu Son
M Ml <^l MMT.T
./. S. Bach
I.. Van Beethoven
/•'.
.1. Long
(
. Gtuck
/'. Schubert
II. Schumann
W. Berwald
I
. Bullard
/•.'. GriegIX. "Peer Gi \t Suite"
1
.
The Morning
-> Ase's Death
:i. Anitra's Dance
I. In the Hall of the Mountain King
( htCHESTRA
(The string ensemble is composed of members of the string sections of the orchestra)
CONCERT—DECEMBER 18, 1933
( h i rtcre, '" ( !oriolan " L. Van Beethoven
( >m HESTRA
WlEGENLIED ./. lira Inns
Two Negro Spirite m.s
( ii BE < l.i n
Suite oi < 'lassk Dan< es:
I. Sarabande
II. Bourree
III. Air.
IV. Gavotte
\
. Mininl
VI. Rigaudon ./. Rameau i 1683-1764)
Orchestra
/•'. ( ouperin
1 1668 i
./. Krebs (1718-1780)
C. von Gluck (1714-1787.)
.1. Gretry (174,1-1818)
./. Uutthcstoi (it;si-i7i>4)
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MUSICAL SOCIETY OF COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHY
William Prescott, President
Philip Lessig, Vice-President Ralph Farquhar, Treasurer
Adele Axtry, Secretary
David Greene and Feed Lenz, Librarians
Ford Gettler, Sergeant-at-Arms
Executive Council
Dr. F. Long Adele Axtry William Prescott Philip Lessig
Ralph Farquhar Warren Tucker
Benjamin Sharlip, Director
First Violins Second Violins
Philip Lessig Dr. Willard Sterrett Dr. Fred. Long Victoria Wasney David Green
Warren Pratt Myer Chertkoff Albert Zuekerman Henry Maeiejewski
Viola—Louis Brenner 'Cello—Charles Herrmann Bass Violin—Adele Antry
Flute—Dwight Doyle Oboe—Fortunato Sinagra
Clarinets
Harry Parker Robert Ehrlich
Bassoon—James Hotham Horn—Donald Gibbs
Trumpets
Ralph Farquhar Eleanor Boal Ford Gettler, Jr.
Trombones
Robert Barnes Herbert Zehringer
GLEE CLUB MEMEERSHIP
Tenors
Charles E. Reeder Galen S. Young
Philip S. Bretts Donald Yohe
Malcolm W. Davis Theodore G. Heinemeyer
Frederick S. Lenz Philip Lessig
P. Leo Crespi
William S. Prescott
Fcrd C. Gettler, Jr.
Franklin M. Lindley
Warren J. E. Tucker
Edwin S. Osten
Theodore G. Heinemeyer
Accompanist—Chester L. Handy
Quartet
William S. Prescott Frederick S. Lenz
John H. A. Dawson
Charles P. Dickerman
H. J. Vandermark
William H. Lodge
Fred E. Mowry
Warren J. E. Tucker
y N A P S I s
ALMA MATER
ALMA MATER
Hail, Alma Mater, dear,
To thee our U ve declare:
To us be ever m ar
Through nil the years.
Help us llii/ truth to see;
Teach us staunch sons to be,
Striving a ntinually,
P. (
. O.for thee.
When we depart from thee,
Si rving win re need we see,
Strengthen our loyalty,
Our trust iii tht e.
Guide us in all aright;
Give us through wisdom, sight;
Grant us to t ver fight,
I
.
i
. 0. for thee.
And ichen our ivork comph t<
.
urse mi earth is ceased,
.1 hi!,;, us llii/ sons and melt
(iur tusk well done.
Increase fn m day to day,
Daughters and sons, we pray,
To serve and live for thee,
P. C. O.for thee.
Dr. W. M. Hamikti
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HUM-I-DOR
A SKIN ON THE SHEEP IS WORTH THREE
IN COLLEGE
l?-i Ki SSELL ( '. ERB
Oil. \\\ [AT is so rare as a day in June?
Our answer i- porter-house steak
;iik1 any day in July, August and Sep-
tember.
June is the month of June bugs, June
brides and June Commencements. Il is
remarkable thai they all tall in the same
class. Il is a commencement for every-
thing— the bugs am! the brides.
Il is a warm Saturday morning in June.
Tin- first Saturday, in fact. It is com-
mencement morning at P.C.O. Although
(inly Hi o'clock, friends and relatives of
tin- victims arc tiling into College Hall.
They think I he program will start at 11
o'clock.
I -aid it i- a warm morning, one of those
days that require only pants under the
graduation gowns. Of course, we're
speaking of men now.
Seniors are pacing to and fro and fro
and to. In fact, they're coming and
iroin:,' 1ml all "owned in (lowing Mack
cloth and decked with tasselled plaster
boards. It's a pretty sitt— the campus
out door-.
I he i.it nl t \ la irnvmg in installments.
In green and yellow hoods. Pretty
flowers, there!
Now and then we look ini<> the audi-
torium. Il is steaming with humanity.
The women Ian and the men shift from
side to side. Ushers are Bitting up and
down the aisles while the visitors sit w here
I hey please.
The college orchestra is waiting in the
I
lit
. Being osteopaths they are "boning"
over their notes. The violinists are
stringing their instruments. The con.etisl
blows out one "l>a"- his neighbor "tuba.
"
And so it goes while they wail for the
signal to start.
At last the faculty i- dressed ami the
Senior- are not far behind— in fad a
couple of them are ahead of the faculty
in their nervousness.
Someone waves a sleeve of a gown as
a signal and they're oil". Not the gOWH
hut the academic procession. What a
glorious sight. The roliin hide- liehind
the laurel bush. He's mortified.
Out they march along the fronl of the
college and up the steps to the auditorium.
Some step on their gowns and pull off
their collars. They are not accustomed
to what the well "dressed" man is wear-
ing.
And now they're on the stage and the
PSIS
Seniors are pacing down (.lie aisles. The
orchestra has gone through their selection
three times and it looks like a fourth
down.
And now the first test, the invocation.
Whether to take off their caps or not,
that is the question. It's over and 50
per cent still are wearing caps. They feel
flustered and take them off just as the
others are putting theirs on again.
It's now 90 in the shade and 98 in the
auditorium. The janitor evidently has
gotten up the steam he started in Feb-
ruary. It's weakening. Even the plants
are potted. When the faculty gets awake
the oration is over and the "last roll call"
is being made. This is the Mae West
signal of "come up and see me."
As the names are called, the Seniors
one by one come on the stage for the
coveted diploma. Some fall up, some
knock over the potted plants 'cause they
"fern" through such exercises before.
Each Senior is awarded a diploma in
his left hand and has his right hand shaken
by the Dean. The left-handed students
shake the diploma and are given the Dean
as an award.
The applause is vociferous for the first
dozen students. Gradually it gets weaker
until the applause for the last Senior
amounts to a roll call of his family present.
Flowers are carried forward for the girl
graduates. The orchestra thinks it's
an ovation for them and strikes up the
Alma Mater.
This is another test. The faculty move
their lips and hunt for the words on the
program and the Seniors mumble to them-
selves. Other students present take it as
a cue to leave—for safety's sake at least.
And now comes the exit march. It
sounds much like the opening number
but it's too hot to differentiate clearly.
Who is to leave first ? The faculty waits
for the Seniors and the Seniors wait for
the faculty. The ferns are sprucing up
—
they know it wTon't be long. Finally
everybody turns around to their neighbor
and says "Well?" The Professor of
Romance Language tears off his perspir-
ation-soaked gown and blushes as he re-
members he left off his shirt. And every-
one looks for an exit. Commencement
is over.
Moral: It is not only the sheep that
gets skinned in June,
or
If one sheep is one ba—are two sheep
tuba?
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Ill MOK SE( TION Hotel Keeper "] have rooms for fifty
,, -ii- •. and seventy-five cents a night."
(
.
" bvery time I kiss you ii „__ , . .... .
(illl-l \\ lull - llll- illllrrclli-c lli'l Weill
makes me a better man. .
P.- "Well, you donM have to try
togei toheavenall in one night.
"
Hotel KeePer " N "' much
-
"" lv ***
seventy-five cenl ones have rat traps,
"Gol a Sweethearl yet, Miss A ?" f
"Yes, and he's a regular gentleman."
"You don't say so!"
"Yes, he took me to a restauranl lasl ... , ., . XT ,. . „ , .
.
We hear tlml ;i \mli-l was i-\|>i-ll<-il .-it
iw'M Mini poured lea into In-- saucer t<> ., , . ,, , , , ,,
'
..ii 11 camp lln- lasl i-nld day for cheating. Mi-
COOl ltl lilll he illilll t lilnw ll like i-nlnliii Ii .,
.
•
,
,
, ..
w:ls caught wearing a coal "I frost,
people lln he fanned it « it Ii In- hat
.
The English language is a Funny thing.
Tell ;i girl that time stands -till as you
gaze into her eyes, and she'll adore you. Among the recently sterilized Germans,
Hut J11-.1 see whal happens when you say we suspect the latest wise crack might be
her face would slop a clock. "Wanna buy a duct?"
1
COMPLIMENTS OF
Philadelphia County Osteopathic
Society
Officers
President Executive Board
DR. GEORGE T. HAYMAN
.,.„., DR. O. J. SNYDER
Vice-President
DR. H. WILLARD STERRETT
DR. H. WALTER EVANS
Secretary
DR. RUTH A. BRANDT DR ARTHUR M. FLACK
Treasurer
DR. LEIBESKIND WILLIAMS DR. FREDERICK A. LONG
Every P. C. O. student
should take advantage
of the special terms
offered by the
A. O. A.
to
HELP STUDENTS
All students can obtain the
Journal of the A. O. A. at
reduced prices. Seniors may
join at reduced rates.
Graduates get helpful re-
ductions on our literature
when beginning practice.
Get Particulars from our Special
Representative
C. MARKEL BECKER
Class June, 1934
Have you heard the one about the man
who throttled his wife? Some choke, eh
Boss?
Did you hear the one about the fellow
who hitch-hiked his way across the
country? Thumb joke, eh Boss?
C
T.
—
"Gotta match?"
M.—"Sure."
T.
—
"'Gimme a cigarette."
M.—"Want me to light it for ya?"
T.
—
"If you don't mind."
M.—"How ya fixed for spittin'?"
The fortunate young man was giving
a prenuptial interview to the reporters.
"After our marriage," he stated, "we
will reside ft the old Manse.
"
And the hard boiled reporter wrote:
"When the couple return from their
honeymoon, they will reside with the
groom's parents.
"
"The only difference between you and a
horse is that a horse wears a collar."
"Well, I wear a collar."
"Then there isn't any difference at all.
"
Prof, to Frosh in Embr. Lab.—"Know
how to tell a he bird from a she bird?"
Frosh—"Xope. Give up."
Prof.
—
"Pull its tail. If he chirps, it's
a he bird. If she chirps it's a she bird."
The following advertisement appeared
in a Western newspaper: "If the party
who took the jar out of the back of my
car last Saturday, will return my wife's
appendix, they may keep the alcohol."
e
Father—"You must do something to
become famous, my lad. You must have
some kind of inspiration. Just think of
Colonel Lindbergh's wonderful feat."
Son—"Yes, and Charlie Chaplin's too."
P
COMPLIMENTS
OF
Iota Tau
Sigma
r 1
COMPLIMENTS
OF
Kappa Psi
Delta
Ls •^
Believe it or
—
If .ill the horrible diseases the flesh i-
heir In were laid end t" end it would -till
be absolutely absurd.
r
According to Dr. Cressman, this Der-
matology i- nothing Imt a -kin game.
r
According to Dr. Tinley, Pediatrics is
"Baby stuff."
r
Some men take good care "i an auto-
mobile; others treat il like one of the
family.
r
There's nothing strange in the Facl
thai the modern niH is a "live wire."
She carries practically no insulation.
r
Husband— "I've got to gel rid of mj
chauffeur; he's nearly killedme Four times."
Wife—"Oh, give him a null in- chance."
—Goblin.
The Pasteur treatment may be good,
but to us it's just a Hup.
Have you heard the one about th
traveling Farmer and the salesman'
daughter?
\<>\\ that the depression is over. "Lutz
all sing like the birdies -ing "
"Did you ever see a dream walking?"
"Of course not, only silly girl- walk."
With all the boxers crashing Hollywood
nowadays, we may wake up some morning
and find Camera filling Garbo's shoes.
r
COMPLIMENTS
OF
AXIS
1
Ls <Jl
"Bill has a new siren for his car."
"What happened to the blonde?"
—Wampus.
Teacher—"What are the most
portant words in our language?"
Willie
—
"Stop and Go."
Bonier—"I wasn't going forty miles
an hour, nor thirty, nor even twenty.
"
Judge—"Here, steady now, or you'll
be backing into something in a minute."
—Rammer-Ja miner
.
f
Co-operate—Remember the banana
—
every time it leaves the bunch, it gets
skinned.
COMPLIMENTS
OF
Phi Sigma
Gamma
COMPLIMENTS
OF
THETA PSI
HE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF
OSTEOPATHY
EACH student beginning the
regular four year course in
this institution in September, 1934,
must have credit for one year of
acceptable Pre-osteopathic College
work in addition to an approved
four year high school course.
Such credit may be earned by
attendance at a recognized college.
However, students having high
school credit only will be enrolled
as members of a Pre-osteopathic
class for a one year course in the
Philadelphia College of Osteopathy
preparatory to the regular work in
osteopathic training.
Such a Pre-osteopathic course,
especially if obtained in an osteo-
pathic institution, is an ideal ar-
rangement for the completion of a
student's preparation.
Write Jor the catalog and other information addressing
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Golf's a mighty funny game: I never
got it right; you buy a golf ball for ninety
cents—then knock it out of sight.
S.
—
"I haven't paid a cent for
repairs on my machine all the ten months
I have had it."
G.
—
"So the man who did the re-
pairs told me."
Judge—"You admit you drove over
this man with a loaded truck?"
Driver—"Yes, your Honor."
Judge—"And what have you to say in
your defense?"
Driver—"I didn't know it was loaded . "
The railway line was flooded on account
of the heavy rainstorms, and the traveller
was obliged to break his journey at a
village. He made his way in the pouring
rain to an inn, and said to the waiter
there—"It is like the Deluge!"
"The what?"
"The Deluge. Haven 't you read about
the Deluge—Noah and the Ark and
Mount Ararat?"
"No, Sir," said the waiter, "we've had
no papers here for three days."
"I have nothing but praise for the new
minister of our Church.
"
"So I noticed when the plate was
handed to you."
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When your doctor tells you in Latin
what your trouble is do not bother about
looking in a dictionary—instead take his
word for it.
Prof, to sleeping student in class
—
"What's the cure for cancer?"
Surprised Student—"I knew the an-
swer to your question but I've forgotten,
Sir.
"
Prof, to class
—
"Just imagine. The
only man who ever knew the cure for
cancer and he's forgotten it.
"
Don't let your uplift work be confined
to your nose.
A magazine advertisement says—"That
soup consumption is on the increase,"
but maybe it only sounds that way.
r
Most of us who, at times, experience
difficulty in collecting overdue accounts,
will be interested in the following copy of
a letter actually received by one business
man.
"Dear Sir: I received your letter about
what i owes you. Now be pashent. I
aint forgot you, and as soon as folks pay
me 111 pay you, but if this was judjment
day and you was no more prepared to
meet your God than I am to meet your
bill, you shore would go to h—1.
"
Have you ever heard the story of Mr.
and Mrs. Long who were married for ten
years and just couldn't get a-long?
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Carlin in Clinic "Occupation please.'.
New Pa1 ienl " Bookkeeper."
Carlin "That's interestin', Madam,
I'm a greal reader of books myself."
When is m) fraternity pin, fsir on; $
"
I left il home; I he boys complain
thai il scratches I heir hands."
Mike's Barber Shop
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FIRST AID
Alum: ;i book in which photographs are
| '.-Ice I.
\nr-i hesia : I he name of one of the late
( !zar of Russia's daughters.
Aseptic: a fellow who will nol believe
anything even after you have proved
il to him; a person who is sure of only
line thing: thai lie is in doubt.
( lull : name "I I In- girl " ho tumbled after
I In- boy who ucni up the liill I" fetch
a pail "I' water.
Compass: .'in instrumenl used by sailors
so they « ill nol lose their way mi the
ocean.
Fracl ure: pari of ;i \\ hole, like ; ;
.
Gash: money in copper, nickel, lilver, and
bills, Imt nol cluck-.
Ligature: ;'ll kinds of writing, like essays,
novels, dramas, especially when they
are distinguished by their artistic
quality.
Menthol anything perl; iningtc the mind
Nurse: conglomeration of unpleasanl
sounds ; confus ton, din. bedlam.
Relaps e: to sit back or lie down in a com-
fortable position and in think '•
thing pleasanl or nothing al all, thereby
relieving both body and mind from
strain.
Rupture: exl reme joy or pit as ure;
ecstasy; whal one looks upon a beauti-
ful woman wil h.
Shock: a big fish with huge, sharp teeth
thai can l>il off a person's leg.
Wound: vernacular contraction of "will
not."
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I went upstairs, my shoes in hand
Just as the night took wing.
And saw my wife four feet ahead,
Doing the same darn thing.
Genuine Symptoms
"And you really love me?"
"Yes," said the budding practitioner.
"The mere sight of you, Isabella, sets
lip violent cardiac disturbances, super-
induces dryness of the palate epiglottis
and larynx and brings on symptoms of
vertigo."
—
Border Cities Star.
Burglar—"Where have you been?"
Partner
—
"Robbing the Its house."
Burglar—" Lose anything?"
"Is that your flaming Jane in the red
dress?"
"Yes, why?"
"Well, she's out on the porch having a
fire drill with some other guy."
T.
—
"Your dress is coming off."
Date—"Why, it is not."
T.
—
"You just wait and see."
"Sambo, where yo all gwine in such a
rage?"
"Ah's gwine to git that doctah what
sewed up my operation with white
thread."
Ruth Elizabeth Tinley, D.O.
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mooth working combination that nite and from the very -tart of the game grabbed
a lead which they never relinquished through the remainder of the fracas. Martin
Schnoll, who had recently gone on a scoring spree continued l<> shoot baskets from
all angles and when the final gun sounded there were 11 markers next to his name.
In their closing game of the season the Osteopaths engaged the Elizabethtown
quintet in a return contest and once again showed tlu-ir supremacy by defeating the
visitors by the score of 80-26. [t was necessary for the maroon and gray l<> put on a
last-minute rally to emerge victors but they hail the punch to withstand the assault
of the upstaters. Hill Furey, pivot ace on Coach McWilliams' team, led the team
in scoring, garnering i) points.
At the conclusion of the final game, Martin Schnoll. high scoring forward, was
elected to lead the osteopaths for the I9S4-1935 season. In addition to Schnoll, the
following men will return next year: Hill Furey. Hol> Cooper, Elias Korn. Hill Macie-
jewski, Dick Jamison. Arthur Bunting, George Hylander and Speer. Only Nikola,
retiring captain, b ill be lost to the team due to graduation.
OSTEOPATHY AND RESEARCH
(Continued front page 158)
procedures, his cases, and his findings that he may in part enrich the heritage upon
which future generations might build greater institutions of healing just in the same
measure that he benefited by the knowledge gained by those who went before him.
To fail to supply this information in a form in which it is of value is fundamentally selfish
and spells retrogression for osteopathy. To supply such information is to make avail-
able for those whose duty it is to study them a body of facts the value of which the
average individual practitioner is not fully aware. In the aggregate such well kept
records supply information with which osteopathic principles can be more fully
unfolded and with which they can be presented to the questioning scientific world in
a manner which must command acceptance of their basic truthfulness.
Frederick A. Long, D.O.,
Director of Research,
Professor of Principles of Osteopathy.
H
Dr. George S. Rothmeyer
PHILADELPHIA
Osteopathic Physician
Foot Surgery and Podiatry
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Obstetrics and Gynecology
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THE
Cyclopedia of Medicine
PIERSOL EDITION
One Hundred and Twenty Dollars
Always Up-to-Date
You Can't Afford NOT to Have It
"Ask the man who owns one."
BOB CRANDALL (F. A. Davis Co., Phila.)
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